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MAYDAY &AFRIKAN LIBERATION DAY SERVE
PARTY BUILDING & STRUGGLE AGAINST U.S.
IMPERIALISM & SOVIET SOCIAL IMPERIALISM!!!
SOVIET SOCIAL

On May Day genuine Marxist-Leninists and advanced elements in the revolutionary movement will celebrate International Workers' Day by concentrating on our
central task, which is the formation of the revolutionary vanguard communist party
that will lead the great masses of people in the U.S.A. to socialist revolution.

MAY DAY
International Workers Day was born
out of the militant struggles of the
American working class for the 8-hour
day in the 19th century . The event that
marks this day for recognizing worker s
struggle is the Haymarket Massacre that
took place in Chicago , Illinois, May I ,
1886.
As early as 1866 workers were demanding an 8-hour day. But not until 1886
did it become a national campaign. The
National Labor Union, Knights of
Labor along with other trade union and
labor reform groups made the struggle
for the 8-hour work day their number I
priority, gaining immediate response
from workers who were now working
10-16 hours a day, and in some industries even more. On May I, 1886
there were rallies in many of the major
industrial cities such as New York,
Chicago, Baltimore , Milwaukee, Cincinnati, for a general strike, bringing out
25,000 to 30,000 militant, but peaceful
demonstrators.
Each day there were
demonstrations in Chicago building in
momentum until on Ma 3 over 30,000
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locked out striking lumbermen , freight
handlers,
woodworkers,
and
railroadmen , along with about 60,000
other
sympathizers
demonstrated
against the use of scabs to break the
strike at the McCormick Harvester
Works. These sea bs were protected by
the police, armed protectors of the
bourgeois state. "According to Marx,
the state is an organ of class rule, an
organ for the oppression of one class by
another; it is the creation of "order",
which legalizes and perpetuates this oppression by moderating the conflict
between the classes." "A standing army
and police are the chief instruments of
state power." (Lenin, The State and
Revolution)
The police ready to squash any kind
of demonstration or rally turned the
peaceable demonstration at the McCormick Harvester Works into a bloody
massacre when they fired into the
crowd, killing 4 and leaving many
wounded. Armed police, special officers, militiamen, the National Guard
(the special bodies of armed men that
represent
state
power)
were all
mobilized and equipped with the most

advanced weaponry to crush the wor(Conrinued on page 5)

IMPERIALISM

Re~olutionary forces throughout the world must steel themselves in the struggle
against both superpowers (U .S.A & U.S.S.R.) but especially Soviet Social
Imperiali~m which is on th~ rise and therefore more dangerous. The struggle against
opportunism on the question of Soviet Social Imperialism inside the communist
movement i~ a reflection of the intensifying class struggle throughout the world
tod~y. <:enume comm~nists and revolutionaries must close ranks and defeat opportunism m the communist movement, otherwise the struggle against imperialism is a
humbug and a sham.

INTERNATIONAL
WOMEN'S DAY
"The fight against imperialism is a sham
and humbug unless it is inseparab(y
bound up with the fight against opportunism." (Imperialism, the Highest
Stage of Capitalism-Lenin, p. 153)
Comrades,
To begin with the Congress of Afrikan People (CAP) must criticize ourselves for not laying out our contradictions with the political line of the October League (O.L.) before now and
sharpening the ideological struggle
between CAP and OL in the open. Later
on this paper CAP will attempt to
deepen this criticism showing the
ideological roots for our errors, which
objectively united with the Right Opportunist line of the 0.L. But first,
because of the intensified class struggle
within the Anti-Revisionist
Communist movement (and we sec this as a
good thing), we find it necessary to
attempt to sum up our ideological
struggle and social practice with O.L.
around International Women's Day in
particular, because the struggle around
InternationalWomen's Day speaks to
some generalrightopportunisttrendsin
the Communist movement in general

and in O.L. in particular.CAP also

unites with other genuine MarxistLeninists that right opportunism is the
main danger within the Communist
movement today.
In our criticism and self-criticism of
International Women's Day we are going to attempt to lay out how CAP and
0.L. united to build for I.W.D. (1976)
and the line struggle that took place
between CAP and O.L. up to and including the day of the demonstration.
The line struggle between CAP and O.L.
centered around: How do Communists
do work among the masses? How do
you win the advanced to Communism?
(By advanced we mean those workers
(Cominued on page 6)
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AFRIKAN
LIBERATION DAY

A GREAT VICTORY!

T he Afrikan Liberation Support
Com mittee has decided to hold local
demo nstrat ions, throug hou t the country , on Afrika n Liberation Day. which
will take place on Sat urday . May 29th.
This year's theme is: "S uperpowers
Out of Afrika." "Free dom for the
People of Azania, Nam ibia. Zimbabwe
& Angola." These slogans focus on the
need to dri ve the superpowers - U.S.
Imperia lism and
Sov iet SocialImperiali sm out of Afrika and into the
sea !

Chairman MaoTsetung , the greatest living Marxist-Leninist has made many great
contributions to Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tsetung Thought. Chairman Mao 's
teaching that "the struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie is the principal contradiction in socialist society, that revisionism is the main danger in socialist society " is the key to the defeat of class enemies in the People's Republic of China
today .

On the proposal of our great leader
Chairman Mao, the political bureau of
the central committee of the Communist
Party of China has unanimously agreed
to appoint Comrade Hua Kuo-Feng as
First Vice-Chairman oft he central committee of the Communist Party of China
and Prem ier of the State Council of the
People's Republic of China , and has
unanimously agreed to dismiss Teng
Hsiao-Ping from all posts both inside
and outside the party. This is an important measure Chairman Mao and
the party central committee have taken
to combat and prevent revisionism and
ensure that our party and state will continue the revolution under the dictatorship of the proletariat - it is a great
victo ry in beating back the right
deviationist attempt to reverse correct
verdict s.
The people are overjoyed at these
happ y tid ings. The capital is ast ir with
rejoicing as is the whole country.
Millions upon millions of arm ymenand
civilians are turn ing out to parade amid
cheer ~ and beating of drum s and gongs,
to hail the happ y news. Grand rallies
have been held in variou s parts of the
count ry and messages sent to Chairman
Mao and the part y central committee
acclaim ing and resolutely supporting
the t wo wise decisions . In a
revolutionary scene of unity in struggle ,
the whole nat ion is determined to carry
through to the end the great struggle to
beat back the right deviationist attempt .
Teng Hsiao-Ping has been the arch
unrepentant capitalist-reader in the party . Overa long period of time, he has opposed Chairman Mao , opposed Mao
Tse Tung Thought and Chairman
Mao's Proletarian Revolutionary Line.
Before the great proletarian cultural
revolution , he worked in collaboration
with Liu Shao-Chi in pushing a counter-revolutionary revisionist line - during
the early stage of the great cultural
revolution , he, together with Liu ShaoChi, s_uppressed the masses and pressed
on with a bourgeois reactionary line.
Through ~riticism by the masses, he expressed his willingness to mend his ways
and declared that he would "never
reverse the verdict." Chairman Mao
saved him and gave him the chance to
resu~e work . But he did not live up to
Chairman Mao's education and help.
Once back in a position to wield power
in his possession, he relapsed and
reversed the correct verdicts of the great
cultural revolution and sought to settle
scores with it. He dished up the
revisionist programme of "taking the
three directives as the key link," continued to pursue the counter-revolutionary revisionist line and took the lead
in stirring up the right deviationist wind.
With farsightedness, Chairman Mao
saw through Teng Hsiao-Ping's activities to reverse correct verdicts. and
has since last October issued a series of
important instructions and led the
whole party, whole army and the people
of the whole country in waging a great
strugg le to counter-attack the right
deviationist attempt at reversing correct

verdicts. Chairman Mao points out :
"This person does not grasp class
struggle . He has never referred to th is
key link. He · knows nothing of Marxism-Leninism . He represents the bourgeoisie. He said he would 'never reverse
the verdict .' It can't be counted on."
Chairman Mao's instructions hit Teng
Hsiao-Ping squarely in the vulnerable
spot and expose his reactionary class
nature .
At a time when the broad masses of
cadres and people throughout the country were criticizing Teng Hsiao-Ping's
counter-revolutionary revisionist line in
accordance with Chairman Mao's
instructions , a counter-revolutionary
political incident was perpetrated at
Tienanmen Square by a handful of class
enemies who openly hoisted the ensign
of support for Teng Hsiao-Ping and carried out counter-revolutionary activities . This was by no means accidental. These counter-revolutionaries
frenziedly directed the spearh~ad of
their attack at our great leader Chairman Mao , tried to split the party central
committee headed by Chairman Mao ,

A
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sang paeans cif praise for Teng HsiaoPing and attempted to cast him in th e
role of Nagy , the chieftain of the
counter-revolutionary Hungarian incident. · This clearly shows whose
interests Teng Hsiao-Ping represents .
This is how the capitalist-readers in the
party are connected
with the
bourgeoisie and the unreformed landlords , rich peasants,
counterrevolutionaries , bad elements and
rightists in society. The heroic workermilitia of the capital, working in coordination with the People's Police and
the army guards , enforced the dictatorship of the proletariat over the
handful of class enemies, winn ing support and praise from the broad masses
of the people. In view of the counterrevolutionary political incident at
Tienanmen Square and Teng HsiaoPing's latest behavior , the party central
committee held that the case against
Teng Hsiao-Ping had in nature turned
into an antagonistic contradiction and
decided to dismiss him from all posts
both inside and outside the party . This
has greatly heightened the morale of the
revolutionary people and deflated the
reactionary arrogance of the class
enemies.

CIORCI\Nl!ERS
NE.EPED

Th e US military still has over 200,000 servicepeopl e poi se d for attack against th e pe ople
of Asia . While many of them are scattered on
isolated bases, the concentration in Japanboth the main island and on Okinawa-is
high .
For ove r five years Pa cific Counselling Service
ha s run coun se lling and organizing proje cts
ther e in order to help Gls resist being us ed
again ~t th eir intere s ts, and to strengthen the
cla ss -con sciou s re volutionary movement in the
US.
PCS ne eds peo ple with a strong interest in
working with Gl s , and th e ir families . Organize rs pr e ferably should have a proletarian
standpoint and experienc e , and some experien ce with th <: military . Subsistence nnd tran s portation ar e guararite ed .
'contact PCS, 2588 Mission St. #220 , San Fran ·
cioco, CA 94110 f415] 285-1212 for more in·
formation .
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It is the superp ower who represent the
obstru ction to the indepen dence.
liberati on and stru ggle for revo lut ion of
the people of Afrika . With U.S.
Imperiali sm on the decline throughou t
th e world a nd Sov iet Soc ia lImperialism on the rise, the Soviet

AVVRE-s~s-,---------

"
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brochure ,

The counter-revolutionary political
incident at Tienanmen Square provided
an extremely profound lesson in class
struggle by negative example . It tells us
how sharp class struggle is in the period
of the Socialist revolution. First, it took
place in the capital of the country=;
second, it occurred in Tienanmen
Square= third, vehicles and barracks
were set afire, worker-militiamen
people's police, people's liberation ar:
mymen and revolutionary masses were
manhandled . The counter-revolutionary arrogance was unbrid 1ed! It also
shows how complex class struggle is. In
a premeditated, planned and organized
way,
the
counter-revolutionaries
unscrupulously fabricate d political
rumor s, made reactionary speeches ,
poste_d reacuonary poems, di stributed
reacuonary leaflets and agitated for the
setting up of counter-revolutionary

revisionists have been peddling their jive
"socialism in words. and imperialism in
deeds" among the national liberation
movement of the third world and the
rest of the world's peoples. But these
social-imperialists will soon meet their
doom. The people of the Soviet Union
led by a geniune Marxist-Leninist Party, will rise and smas h these socialimperialists and social-fascists.
In this country we must continue to
conduct propaganda as our chief form
of act ivity in this first stage of party
building, do this with the aim of uniting
Ma rxist-Leninists ideologically and
politically a nd winni ng the advanced to
Commu nism. This will aid in isolating
and exp osing the enemies of the working class and broad masses and contribute to smas hing U.S. imperialism
and Soviet Socia l Imperi alism.
group s. They tried to hoodwink the
masses and created distu rbances. They
were insidious and ruthless . It also
demonstrates th at the broa d masses of
the people want revolution and cherish
an undying hatred for counterrevolutionaries.
No matter
how
frenziedl y this hand full of class enemies
behaved , they could not withstand a
single blow and were immediatel y disintegrated when confronted by the
revolutionary masses and the powerful
dictatorship of the proletariat .
The two resolutions of the party central committee have greatl y inspired the
revolutionary fighting will of the whole
party , the whole army and the people
throughout the country . This will
inevitably advance the struggle against
the right deviationist attempt to new
heights. We are determined to carry this
great struggle through to the end . We
must firmly keep to the general orientation of the struggle and concentrate
our criticism on Teng Hsiao-Ping , on
his revisionist programme of "taking the
three directives as the key link" his
counter-revolutionary revisionist line,
and his crimes of trying to reverse the
correct verdicts of the cultural
revolution and settle accounts with it
and attempting to subvert the die:
tatorship of the proletariat and restore
capitalism . We should heighten our
revolutionary
vigilance and pay
constant attention to new developments
of class struggle . We must realize that
the class enemies who are unreconciled
to defeat will wage a death-bed struggle.
We must resolutely strike at all the
conspiracy and sabotage by the class
enemies. It is necessary to pay attention
to distinguishing between the two kinds
of contraditions , educate those people
who were duped and do a good job of
ideological work among them.
Let us unite and defend Chairman
Mao, the Party Central Committee and
Chairman
Mao's
Proletarian
Revolutionary Line by winning still
greater victories in repulsing the right
deviationist attempt at reversing correct
verdicts.

Internationalist ·
Glossary
..
.
ADVANCED WORKER
The history of the working-eta
·
better-situated strata of the
k' ss ~ovement m all countries shows that the
rapidly and more easily Fwor mgc ass responds to the ideas of socialism more
workers that every worklngro~ among th ese come, in the main, the advanced
win the confidence of the lab~/::!s :ovement brings to the fore, those who can
education and organization of th g a~ses, :,"ho devote themselves entirely to the
and who even elaborate indep ~pro eta~iat. who accept socialism consciously.
.
. .
Workers who "despi te their :~e;nt soc1~hst theo_ries.
penal servitude of factory labo
ched hvmg cond1t1ons, desplle the stulufymg
they study, study, study and tur~ t~~:ess so much character and will power that
'the working-class intelligentsia.,,
selves mto conscious social-democrats• -

Quoted from "A Retrograde Trend in Russian Social-Democracy'"
*Communists
by V.I. Lenin
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Clearly, as the crisis in imperialism intensifies and the pe~ ples' struggle intensifies
against the system of mono poly capitalism, the bo urgeois ruling class is moving
more and more to the right and towa rd fascism. Repressive laws like S-1 are the
dress rehearsals for fascism in the U.S.A., and the only weapon the peop le have to
stop fascism is to build a revolutionary party, a party of the new type, the vanguard
anti-revisionist communist party that will lead the masses in the destruction of
capitalism and into the era of socialism under the dictatorship of the proletariat.
ing certai n weapo ns. When Egypt was
Egypt Repeals Treaty With Soviet
Social Imperialists. Egypt not only has
winning major victories , the Soviet
done away with a major treaty with the
Union stoppe d replenishing Egypt's
Soviet Social Imperialists, but also has
arms & ammunition to force Egypt into
denied the use of ports for Soviet ships accepting a ceasefire. After the October
a resounding victory for the Egyptian
war, Egypt urgently needed to rep lace
people's struggle
against
Soviet
weapons destroyed & damaged , but
Soviet
Soviet revisionists withheld supplies.
hegemonism.
In
I 971,
revisionists pressured Egypt into singing
Aircraft for which Egypt had to pay
a "treaty of friendship and cohuge amounts of money were reduced to
operation" . Since its signing, the Soviet
scrap because the Soviet Union refused
Union has disregarded most of the
to supply pa rts. Then to top it off, right
provisions & completely reneged on
after the October War, the Soviet Union
their commitments while using the
deman ded Egypt pay back loa ns. This
treaty to control Egypt. To oppose lsclearly lays bare Soviet revisionist sham
raeli aggression, Egypt badly needed
aid & coope ration. T heir real aim was to
arms, but Soviet revisionists used stallcontrol Egypt. The Egyptia n people
ing tactics & delayed supplying Egypt so
refused to subm it to thr eats or be misled
that Egypt's plan to recover lost lands
by honeye d words. They are most clear
could not be realized. Soviet Social
a bout their fund ament al na tiona l
Imperialists sent large numbers of
interests, and that is to defend the ir
military personnel into Egypt and
natio na l independence a nd sove reignty
and uphold their j ust cause aga inst
gra bbed military bases & political
privileges in an attempt to control
imperialis m , colonialism,
a nd
Egyptia n war plans. The Soviet Union
hegemonism.
(Co n1i1wed on pal!,e / 0)
even denied Egypt knowledge of master-
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N IXON IN CHINA
normalize relations with the Chinese,
and are openly dragging their feet
around such issues as Taiwan. Nixon,
an old Soviet baiter from way back, was
brought to China to do just what he did.
Put down Detente, "There are some persons who believe that peace can be
gained merely by signing agreements,"
and raise the question openly, by his
presence in China, as to what happened
to the carrying out ofthecontentsofthe
Firs t of all the Chinese see, and
Shanghai Communique . Nixon's blast
correctly so, that the main danger in the
of Detente was so effective, coming
world today is from the Soviet Union .
when it did, right in the middle of the
T hat Soviet Social Imperialism (SS I) is
first presidential primaries, that Ford
the most pro bable sou rce of another
immediately issued a statement that he
world war because they are "wildly amwas "deleting Detente from his
bitious", they are the "new" imperialist
vocabulary." Kissinger then had to
an d a re wilJing to take chances now in
make several speeches defending the
their struggle to replace US impe rialism,
Detente policy saying it could be carried
the old imperia lism, as Boss of the
out even if it was called something else.
world . All over the world, for instance,
The Chinese, in seeing Soviet Social
the peop le a re d riving US imperial ism
Imperialism as the most dangerous of
out on the points of their bayo nets. U.S.
the two superpowers, acts on this by
imperialism is now, so qu ickly, a n old
continuing to follow their correct
expose d imperialism, kn own by most of
political line "making use of conthe peop le of the world to be a bloody
tradictions, waging struggle on just
beast imperia list. SS I, on the other ha nd
grounds, to our advantage and with resis more dangerou s because it is not only
traint and destroying our enemies one
more aggressive but at the same time
by one." The U.S. is in decline, the
hidden fro m many by its signb oar d of
USSR is the rising Imperialist, the most
"socia lism" which it carr ies exactly for
da ngerous imperialist therefore, &
the pur pose of o bscuring its rea l
therefore the one that must be most
designs!
intensely opposed. The peop le must get
Nixo n was bro ught to China because
prepare d for world war, "or they will
he was the head of state of t he U.S. when
suffer" a nd t he danger of that war comes
it promise d to no rmalize relations with
mainly from the superpower calling itChina, meaning that the U.S. would
self socialist. The correct identification
then restore diplomatic relations, and in
and use of contra dictions and especially
doing so, sto p recognizing Taiwa n as
of wha t is, a t a ny given time, the prinanything but a part of the Peop les
cipa l contrad iction can only come by
Republic of China, at which time they · maste ring the science of revolution,
would pull U.S. troops out. T his was
Marx ism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung
some of the most importa nt content of
Tho ught. In this period of a struggle in
the "Shanghai Comminique" calling for
the U.S., study mus t be one ofour major
the normalization of relations between
concerns as we struggle to unite Marxthe U.S. and China . When Nixon was
ist-Leninists and win the advanced to
run out of office, this was still not carcommunism, in order to build the
ried out, and it is still not carried out
Marxist-Leninist Communist party that
today. The U.S. bourgeoisie in their
will ma ke socialist revolu tion in the
idiotic pursuit of "Detente" with the
U.S.A. Party build ing is the only
Soviet Union, which the Soviets are uspreparat ion for war and / or revolution,
ing to get stronger so they can be vicand the most important opposition to
torious in the obvious world war that
both superpowers, for people in the
will come, were reluctant to completely
U.S .A. today.
Nixon's recent trip to China has been
obscured somewhat by the rash of
events, part of the "great disorder" in the
world today. But it is necessary to
analyze briefly the meaning of Nixon's
trip so that we may be armed against
misinterpretations of the trip's meaning
by the bourgeoisie
and Soviet
revisionists and their fellow travelers
especialJy.

ANGO LA
NO INDEPEND ENCE FOR ANGO LA
WHILE SOVIET SOCI AL IMPERIALIS TS
& CUBA N MERCENARIES REMAI N!
Each day that t he Soviet Socia l
Imperialists rema in in Ango la sha rpens
the question of How can a na tion be
tru ly independ ent with thousands of
Imperialists camped on their soil. and in
the case of Angola, there is a lso t he grim
presence of 13,000 Cuban mercenaries.
If a ll these foreign tro ops a re needed in
Ango la to keep order then what does
that say about the sta bility or popula rity
of the regime in power? Obviously the
Sov iet Union a nd their Cuban employees cannot be the governm ent of
Angola, the people o f Angola will never
permit it. It is a lso known to anyone
who is interested in facts, not soviet
revisionist fantasy , that a ll three of the
liberation movements in Angola con·
tribut ed to the defeat of the Portugue se,
a nd in January and June 1975 the se
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· liberatio n movements made agreements tha t they would collect ively
opera te a new Ango la n gove rnm ent of
natio na l accor d, and seek to iro n out
their pro blems with each other in a
peaceful fashion, focusing on their
nationa l interests and unitin g again st
the ir common enemy. But it was in this
very peri od when it seemed that the
Angolan people were on their way to
genuin e independence that the Soviet
Social Imperialist s intervened and
stirr ed up civil war between the
liberation movements , ena bling themselves to move in and set up open shop.
using the sign board of "Socialism,"
preaching they were the "na tural ally" of
the liberation movement in Afrika , but
in reality setting up their plunder and
booty removal operat ion as the
colonialists before them .
"The Soviet revisionist s argue that
their intervention was to 'combat' the
South African invasion and that not one
single soldier went to Angola 'until the
imperiali st South Africa ns invaded the
territory of that country on Oct ober 23
of last year.' Th is is a big lie. The fact is
tha t their armed intervention preceded
the South African invas ion.
"In January 1975, a bout the time of
the signing of the Alvor agree,ment on
the independence of Angola , over one
hundred Soviet militar y adviser s arr ived
in Angola . Large consignment s of arm s
soo n followed them in Ma rch of that
year . In July four month s later the
Soviet Union single-handedly stirr;d up
a civil war in that country. In
(CominUt'd on ptlf{e 4)
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ANGOLA
(Continued.from

ii
Super power content ion betwee n th e U.S. and the U .S.S. R . over hegemony over
Portugal will end only with the revo lutio nary leade rship o f gen uine Marxist·
Leninist forces in Portu gal, who will lead the people in the str uggle again st bot h
supe rp owers.

SUPERPOWERS
OUT OF PORTUGAL
Afte r a period of 22 yea rs of
bourgeois
democracy,
of var ious
republ ic and military gove rn ments, of
politica l instability and eco nomic stagnation, in 1935, fascism was co nsolidated as a form of state ru le under
the leadership of Antonio Oliveria
Salazar . Salazar established his fascist
dictatorship
under the slogan of
"defense of order."
Following the models of the then established fascist states in Germany and
Italy , Salazar eliminated all political
parties but one, the National Union, emphasized colonial politics and established
param ilitary
repressive
organisms all under the banner of law
and order and national unity.
For the ruling classes of Portugal ,
bourgeois democracy did not provide a
viable shell under which to maximize
profits nor protect their political
dominance. The various sectors of the
ruling classes - the feudal aristocracy,
the large landowners , that national
bourgeoisie (both small and medium industrialist ) and the small petty
bourgeoisie that existed united around
the figure of Salazar to thwart
revolution and to guarantee their class
interest (eco nomic & political).
As in Germany, Italy and Spain, Portuguese fascism was not instituted as a
form of state government from one day
to the next but evolved over a period of
time and had its own national character.
The industrial development of Portugal and its overall economic development • modified the class forces in the
country. From emerging capitalist
forms of relations , with a small national
bourgeoisie, capitalism grew into monopoly capitalism. As a result , the
monopoly
capitalists
became
the
dominant class among the ruling classes
(large landowners, small and medium
bourgeoisie) of Portuguese society. This
was the sector of the ruling classes that
was to most vehemently support the
colonial war to maintain the Afrikan
colonies .
In 1968, Marcelo Caetano assumed
power after the death of Salazar. But he
was not able to muster the same kind of
support that Salazar received from the
dominant classes.
In the stru ggles Salazar had agai nst
op positio n to his dictatorial rul e he
utilized all the repressive structures of
the fascist state tha t he had const ructed , i.e. the political police, the
na tional assem bly and all the ju dicia l
an d ad minist rativ e institut ions of the
"new sta te" and effectively destroyed all
op position.
But Caet an o in his
professe d objective of libera lizing the
regime , opened up th e pol itical aren a
and perm itted th e parti cipation of
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September, large groups of Cuban
troops were dumped in Caxito. northern Angola.
"From September 25 to October 23
last year, Moscow sent five shiploads .of
weapons and over 2,400 mercenaries
into the country, and in the week ending October 18, more than 750 Cuban
soldiers were transported into Angola.
All these facts can be found in the official records. Moscow, for all its subterfuges, cannot dodge the following q~estions: Since South Africa intruded into
the land of Angola on October 23.
whom were you fighting previously ?
Were South African forces the target of
your 'devastating blows' in the Caxito
area and on the northern front in
Angola? Was it the South African
racists that you describe as 'the reactionary forces in Angola?' Are the
thousands upon thousands of people
you have killed with 'powerful gunfire'

po litical figures an d parties that were
outside the Nationa l Union, th e official
formally owned by rich land owners,
Party.
and formed new cooperatives. But as a
In a n attem pt to mainta in possession
form of reaction, from the fascists and
of the Afrika n co lonies (G uin ea -B issau,
Angola, Moza mbique), the regi me in · soc ial-fascists, t here have been recent indications that denia ls of economic supPort uga l comm itted enormous sums of
port to the farmers is delaying the
money , resou rces, a nd two-th irds of its
development of the cooperatives. This is
armed forces. As a result of the co lonial
coll usion of the su perpowers because
war in Afrika, there was a growth of an
neithe r of them want the working class
anti-co lonial moveme nt. The Armed
and peasants to be self-reliant. Another
Forces Movement (AFM) initiated this
indication of this right-ward swing is
anti-war movement. The AFM was to
that Portugal's landlords have been trydevelop in t he beginning in the junior ofing to regain control of their housing
ficer corps but spread among the
from the thousands of poor families ·
en listed ranks of the Army, Navy and
who
have been occupying them.
Air Force .
The political struggle in Portugal has
The AFM started out as an asintensified due to the contention of the 2
sociation of junior officers around pro superpowers (U.S. and U.S.S.R.) for
fessional grievances and discontents not
hegemony in the world. The three major
as a politica l movement with anti-war
political tendencies are the Portuguese
aims . It was onlylater, after many meetCommunist Party (PCP) who is backed
ings and discussions, the character of
by the Revisionist Soviet Union. The
the organization was to change . At first,
PCP under the Vasco Goncalves
what united them was · dissatisfaction
government was in a position of power ,
with the military structure. After 13
but was forced out by U.S. imperialism,
years of war, the officer corps had been
under the present rule of Premier Pindepleted and the high command
heiro de Azevedo. The Azevedo regime
resorted to extraordinary means to recrepresents
the triumph
of U.S.
tify this shortage.
imperialism in Portugal. The National
This exchange of experience, analysis
bourgeoisie is represented
by the
and alternatives which characterized its
Popular Democ rats.
initial stage was crystalized within the
When the Portuguese Communist
ranks of the AFM around a political
program called "the Movement of the
Party was in command of Portugal
Armed Forces to the Nation" which outthere was the danger of social fascism.
lined a populist, anti-monopoly and
That is, the ret urn to fascism under the
anti-colonial
perspecti _ve. In this
"cloak" of socialism. Because the Soviet
analysis, the AFM rejected a military
Union will only use Portuga l for its aims
solution to the colonial war and estabof exploiting the Portuguese people for
lished the need to overthrow the dicits own imperialists gains like it is doing
throughout the 3rd world.
tatorship and estab lish democratic
rights in Portuguese society.
Also the Socialist Party , who now
The AFM is not a homogeneous
have the upper hand in Portuga l, will
organization and as such reflec ts all the
enfo rce stra ight o ut fasc ism because
political and class strugg les being wage d
U.S. imperia lism will not d isguise itself
within Portuguese society. It d oes no t
as a nyth ing but will ta lk abo u t "law &
include a ll the members of the arme d
order" t o mai ntai n a firm co ntro l over
forces, but only certa in secto rs of the
the Portu guese masses an d will cru sh by
en listed and officer cor ps. Withi n the
force the revo lution in P ortu ga l to stop
AFM, there are forces whose allegia nce
1t fro m bemg carri ed to th e end. Bo th
is to the Pop ular D emoc ra tic Pa rty
sup er power s ca use cha os a nd d isor der
(National bourgeo isie), th ose who a re
beca use th ey wa nt politi ca l a nd
loyal to the Port uguese Soci ali st Pa rty
eco no mic co ntrol th ere. T his is part of
(U.S. im peria lism ,) a nd th ose a llied with
the superp ower co ntention
over
the P ort uguese Co mmuni st Part y
Europe . Beca use whi chever supe r(Soviet Social imperiali sm) a nd th ere is
power cont ro ls Europe , has the key to
a sector that is influen ced and respo nd s
th e_ domination of the wo rld . T he
to the politics of t he non-revision ist left.
Chine se have said :
The work of many of the Ma rxist"The struggle of the two superLeni nist or ga nizations in o rganizing
P°':vers, the United State s and the Soviet
am ong the enli sted rank s ha s been very
Union , for world . hegemon y is being
effective and ha s resulted in the forwaged _with growing intensity . Their
mation of a rank and file soldier s movecon_tentwn , both overt and covert, goe s
ment - the So ldiers United for Victory
on m vanous field s and various parts of
(S UV). But in the ma in the Portu guese
the world : In order to expand their
armed forces remain an instrument of
spheres ofmfluence , they station troops , ,
the state , to use to crush progressive and
ship arms and build base s where ver they
revolutionary elements .
can, and at t~e same time carry out by
Since April 25, 1974, there has been a
every conceivable means infiltration
great deal of social , political and
and sabota _ge against each other . In this
economic upheaval in Portuguese
all-emb~ac,_ng scramble , Europe is the
society . In that span, there has been an
focal pomt m the strategy of both sides ,.
attempted coup and five provisional
On ~ove _mber . 14, sectors of the
governments have gone in and out of
proletanat m alliance with the Porpower . As a result of the coup (April ,
for
t~guese peasantry demonstrated
1974) the working class has won some
higher wages in front of the National
democratic rights that they had been
Assembly b_uilding . Two days after this
denied so long under fascist dictatordemonstrauon of class unity, November
ship.
16, t~rc was another demonstration
In terms of land reform, the Porthat included not only workers and
tuguese peasants have re-<:laimedland,
peasants but some progreasive elements

South Africans? Indisputable
facts
show that there is no denying the Soviet
aggression in Angola ~nd Africa while
its talk about oppos1t1on to South Africa's intrusion into Angola is a sham.
"There is a further question: Why did
the Soviet Union and it_s followers cling
to their statement that 1t was only after
October 23 that they dispatched troops
into Angola? The simple answer is that
they urgently needed to use the South
African invasion as a pretext for the extension of their own interference in
Angola. The Soviet . Union surreptitiously dispatched mercenaries into
Angola before October 23. and after
South African's invasion it openly went
into action on a big scale.
"As in the days before October 23, the
unbridled Soviet actions in Angola were
directed against the Angolans and not in
the least against the South African
(Continued on pa!(e I I)

of the military who all demanded a halt
to the right-wing politics of the 6th
Provisional Government.
The right-wing
government was
frightened by the solidarity that was
shown in these demonstrations and
began to prepare their "loyal" units to
defend the Provisional government and
its reactionary
policies. Progressive
forces in the military were not going to
allow this to happen so they decided to
hold the garrisons which they controlled
against any attacks made against them
and the people . On November 25, armored cars of the government forces attacked the garrisons held by left forces
in the military.
With the put down of the uprising of
some elements of the left within the
armed forces , the Azevedo regime,
which is the representative of the right
within the AFM and the social democratic "socialist" forces, fall directly into
the orbit of U.S. imperialism. In fact,
their whole rise to consolidate , at least
temporarily , their control over Portuguese society, could not be possible
without the strong support of the U.S.
CIA and instant-aid-for-reactionaries
mechanism
within the U.S. State
Department.
The uprising seemed a
desperation move with no clear leadership except the left sector of the AFM,
without the whole weight of the people
behind it. The PCP lackies of Social
imperialism, who continue to function
within the right social democratic
government,
carrying out Moscow's
machination, no doubt gave some lip
service to the uprising, but made no
visible effort to support it. And now in
the manner of a lapdog the PCP waggles
its tai l to get the U.S. lackies to keep
t hem in the "coalition" government of
th e rig htist forces.
For t he h onest left, time for regrouping, reo rga n izing in the face of the right·
-wi ng U.S. backe d sweep, to mobilize
the masses of th e peopl e agai nst the U._S.
imperiali st lack ies and th e Soviet social
imper ialists lac kies wh o now openly
collab o rate in thi s rightw a rd fascist
headed governm ent .
Since Novembe r 25 , repressio n of the
working cla ss is on the rise. More than
100 military and civilians have been
arrested
and
impli cated in the
November 25 uprising . Another result
of the November 25 upri sing was the
removal of the leftist comm ander Carlos
Fabiao , chief of staff of the armed
forces . Fabiao wa s replaced November
25 by Ramalho Eane s, a lacke y for U.S.
imperialism . The
U .S . ba cked
"Socialist " Party is making demands
and clearly on top again in Portu guese
politic s.
On April 25 1976 there is to be eJec·
tions of the Jegislat~re. the first ~free"
legislative elections in Portuga l 1n 50
Years. An obstacle to mo ving forW3rd
with the elections on April 25 has been
t~ _delay in signing the pact betwee~.t~
mihtary rulers and the ma in po buca
parties which arc to define tbe role of t be
military forces in Portuguese politics.
Now as the time for the elections a~
proaches both U.S . imperialism all
Soviet Social imperialism are con51
(Continued on pas'
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PRECIVIL
WAR
REVOLUTIONARY
BLACK
NATIONALISM

PORTUGAL

(Continued.from

The series "Pre Civil War Black
Nationalism" was put together in 1966
by Bill McAdoo, as part of the "Black
liberation
Commission"
of the
Progressive,Labor Party. McAdoo was
one of those arrested for refusing totestify against PL's Bill Epton who was
charged with "Criminal Anarchy" in the
Harlem Rebellion in 1964. Obviously
the Epton-McAdoo period, and the article itself. arefrom a tim e when P-Lwas
struggling to take progressive stands.
Since then however, and sadly Progressive -Labor has become the most outrageous carriers of the American
sickness, white chau vinism, and are now
not even a serious c()mmunist
organization .
Unfortunately
white
chauvinism has always stood in the way
of the const ruct ion and grow/ h of at ruly
vanguard communi st part y, in the USA.
Now as then!

"The prejudice which some white men
have, or affected to have, against my
color gives me no pain . If any man does
not fancy my color, that is his business,
and I shall not meddle with it. I shall
give myself no trouble because he lacks
good taste ...
"I would have you understand, that I
not only love my race, but am pleased
with my color ; and while many colored
persons may feel degraded by being
called Negroes, and wish to be classed
among other races more favored, I shall
feel it my duty , my pleasure and my
pride, to concentrate my feeble efforts in
elevating to a fair position a race to
which I am especially identified by
feelings and by blood ... "
The
spirit
of
revolutionary
nationalism spread everywhere. It even
touched black men who had previously
espoused the white Abolitionist's corrupt doctrine. At a State Convention of
Massachusetts Negroes, which met in
the New Bedford City Hall the first week
of August, 1858, Charles L. Rernond , a
noted black anti-slavery orator, urged
the black people to embrace
a
revolutionary course. Here are excerpts
taken from a verbatim report of the
proceedings by an observer:
"C.L. Rernond regretted that he was
obliged to ask for rights which every
pale-faced vagabond from across the
water could almost at once enjoy. He
did not go so far as Uncle Torn , and kiss

Part II
the hand that smote him. He didn 't
believe in such a Christianity. He didn 't
object to the (Dred Scott) 'decision ,' and
the slave bill, any more than to the treatment of the colored race in Iowa and
Kansas . The exodus for the colored men
of this country is over the constitution
and through the Union . He referred to
part ies, and asked what either of them
had done for freedom . The free-soil and
republican parties had, alike, been false.
We must depend upon our own selfreliance . If we recommend to the slaves
in South Carolina to rise in rebellion, it
would work greater things than we
imagine . If some blacks Archimedes
does not soon arise with his lever, then
will there spring up some black William
Wallace with his claymore , for the freedom of the black race. He boldly proclaimed himself a traitor to the government and the Union, so long as his rights
were denied him for no fault of his own ..
.Were there a thunderbolt of God which
he could invoke to bring destruction
upon this nation, he would gladly do it. .

INTERNATIONAL

Charles Lenox Remond was a delegate
to the
London
Anti-Slavery
Conference.

ANGOLA
FORUM

MAY DAY
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(Continued on paxe 8)

" ... He had counted the cost. If he had
one hundred relations at the South, he
would rather see them die today , than to
live in bondage. He would rather stand
over their graves, than feel that any pale-faced scoundrel might violate his
mother or his sister at pleasure . He only
regretted that he had not a spear with
which he could transfix all the slaveholders at one. To the devil with the
slaveholders! Give him liberty, or give
him death . The insurrection could be accomplished as quick as thought, and the
glorious result would be instanteously
attained .
"A vote was taken, and the motion
was lost. This was by far the most
spirited discussion of the Convention."
(To Be Continued)

WOMEN'S DAY

(Conrinued.from paxe 9)

(Continued from page I)

king class. Thousands of workers were
beaten . Many rallies were held to
protest this massacre and at one rally in
Haymarket
Square,
after
many
demonstrators
had left , about 180
policemen marched in to "disperse" the
crowd. A bomb was thrown inside the
ranks of the police, killing I policeman
and wounding others. It is widely
believed that this was the work of a
provocateur! This resulted in severe
repression of workers and labor leaders
by the state machinery. Printing presses
were smashed, homes raided, people
arrested ; Chicago's jails were packed
with tortured workers , union offices and
other working class organizations were
raided . Seven labor leaders were
sentenced for the bombing and 4 of
them were hanged, although 2 of these
were not even present at the time of the
bombing.
The struggles of the American
workers against the repression of the
working class and labor movement in
the U.S. gained worldwide attention,
especially among the Socialists. At the
first congress of representatives of the
socialist parties held in Paris on July 14,
1889 where the Second International
was set up, it was decided to celebrate
May Day each year-the anniversary of
the b1oody massacre of workers in
Chicago who demanded an 8-hour work
day-as
a day of international
proletarian solidarity.
The story of the labor movement in
.the U.S. has traditionally been one of
struggle when the trade unions served as.

"Mr. Remond moved that a committee of five be appointed to prepare an
address suggesting to the slaves at the
South to create an insurrection. He said
he knew his resolution was in one sense
revolutionary , and in another , treasonable, but so he meant it. He doubted
whether it would be carried . But he
didn't want to see people shake their
heads, as he did see them on the platform, and turn pale, but to rise and talk.
He wanted to see the half-way fellows
take themselves away , and leave the
field to men who would encourage their
brethren at the South to rise with bowie-knife and revolver and musket.

page 4)

solidating their forces against the
people.
The
"Socialists"
(U.S.
imperialism), who won last year's elections for a Constituent Assembly put up
a major show of diplomatic strength by
bringing most of Western Europe's
"Socialist" (Social-Democratic) leaders
to Portugal for a 2-day meeting . The
aim was to demonstrate the power of the
Social democrats in their alliance with '
U.S. imperialism and a promise of
economic aid .
The other superpower had a national
conference in Lisbon, under the auspices of the Portuguese Communist
Party, who stressed the theme of
wnational independence" and called for
the "liberation
of Portugal
from
political or economic submission to
foreign imperialism ."
This is clearly superpower contention
because they both are fighting to influence and dupe the masses in favor of
their domination , for the election.
The National bourgeoisie's forces are
weak and the cornprador wing may
collude with whichever side seems to be
winning. Because in the end their class
views and interests can unite with either
of the superpowers .
The Chinese correctly have pointed
out :
"Countless historical facts tell us that
in the present struggle againt the policy
of aggression
pursued
by U.S.
imperialism
and
soviet
social
imperialism, the only way for us is to be
guided by a correct revolutionary line,
'dare to fight, defy difficulties , advance
wave upon. wave. Then the whole world
will belong to the people . Monsters of
all kinds shall be destroyed ... "

(Continued.from page 10)

bourgeois nationalism and social-democracy any platform for the running of
their bankrupt lines . That to allow trots
the mike to speak is to give a platform to
police agents and wreckers. The incorrect handling of criticism by the CAP
representative on the panel flows from
the world view of the petit-bourgeois individualist and has nothing to do with
the class stand of the proletariat. On the
question of party building, the line of
CAP on this question is being summed
up and will be put forward in the next
few months.
Not having a consolidated position
on this question in this period where
party-building is the central task, is a
reflection of right opportunism, which is
the main danger in the communist
movement and it is opportunism as
Comrade Lenin said that must be
struggled against otherwise the struggle
against imperialism will be a humbug
and a sham.
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feminism" (Woman Question, Lenin , p.
89) O.L. takes an opportunist line on the
Woman Question artifically separating
the woman question from proletarian
revolution, this is why they couldn't se~
the
relationship
of International
Women's Day to Party Building .
In Summation .
In summing up the ideological errors
and political line of O.L. it is clear the
deviation is Right Opportunism . O.L.'s
right opportunism surfaces in their handling of International Woman's Day;
unity of action before unity on political
line, Shah of Iran; Busing ; Aiming the
propaganda for International Women's
Day to the lower strata of the
proletariat; Posing artificial opposition
between democratic and Communist
slogans and demands. Their line that
reforms are everything and O.L.'s liquidation of the struggle against Soviet
Social Imperialism.
In summing up the line ofO.L., we in
CAP can see we have made errors
similar to that of the O.L. However, we
in CAP are trying to analyze our errors
and get to the root of them so we can
correct them. In line with correcting our
errors we are stressing study to get a firm
graps of the theory of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought and
the philosophical outlook of MarxismLeninism-Mao Tsetung Thought, dialectical materialism
and historical
materialism.
O.L. and Martov Unite
Another serious contradiction CAP
has with the O.L. is the question of opportunism's relationship to Imperialism.
0.L. denies that the Super-profits of
Imperialism
based on super exploitation of the 3rd World, used "to
bribe certain sections of the workers,
and for a time a fairly considerable
minority of them, and win them to the
side of the bourgeoise of a given industry or given nation against all the
others. The intensification of antagonism between imperialist nations for
the division of the world increases this
striving . And so there is created that
bond, between Imperialism and opportunism, which revealed itself first and
most clearly in England, owing to the
fact that certain features of imperialist
development were observable there
much earlier than in other countries."

(Imperialism the Highest Stage of
Capitalism- Lenin, P. 152).
O .L.' s line unites with that of Martov
on the question of the effects of
imperialism on the working class movement and the connection between opportunism and imperialism. We in CAP
came to understand this connection in
an attempt to trace the material base for
the division among white workers and
workers of oppressed nationalities in
particular. O.L. instead, seems to think
that admitting this fact (in order to
struggle against it) represents a pessimistic view of the working class movement. This view of 0. L. 's to our understanding unites with Martov's "Official
optimism." "Some writers, L. Martov,
for example, are prone to wave aside the
connection between imperialism and
opportunism in the working class movement - a particularly glaring fact at the
present time - by resorting to "Official
optimism"
(a la Kautsky
and
Huysmans) like the following: the cause
of the opponent .s of capitalism would be
hopeless if it were precisely progressive
capitalism that led to the increase of opportunism, or, if it were precisely the
best paid workers who were inclined
towards opportunism, etc. We must
have no illusions about 'optimism' of
this kind. It is optimism in regard to opportunism which serves to conceal opportunism. As a matter of fact the extraordinary rapidity and the particularly
revolting character of the development
of opportunism
is by no means a
guarantee that is victory will be durable:
the rapid growth of a malignant abscess
on a healthy body can only cause it to
burst more quickly and thus relieve the
body of it. The most dangerous of all in
this respect are those who do not wish to
understand
that the fight against
imperialism is a sham and humbug
unless it is inseparably bound up with
the
fight
against
opportunism."
(Imperialism the Highest Stage of
Capitalism- Lenin, pp. 152-153)
• Martov also was the chief defender
for the building of a Menshevik Party
and was entirely opposed to Lenin's formula for a Bolshevik Party.
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OPPORTUNISM
sarily the out -front revisionism of
Marx1s1-Leninist
principles.")
(Rcvolulionary Cause Vol. I. o. 3.
Feb . 76. p. 7-8)
In trying to get to the ideological
roots of our error we did not apply the
science of Marxi sm-Leninism - Mao Tse
Tung Thought. We did not sum up concrete conditions of the Wo rld today but
instead made an empiricist error by just
going by what had been ou r practice last
LW .D. (1975) wilh O .L Specifically we
did not use a dialectical materialist approach , our decision was not based on
time, place and conditions . Instead we
fell to idealism and metaphysics, which
in turn because we did not correct this
erro r gave rise to other errors along the
same lines.
..Anti-Imperialist " Coalition
Called Together By
Worken Viewpoint
Both CAP and O .L. were a ware of
another "A nti-Imperialist " coallt1o n
that had been pu lled together by
Workers Viewpoint. Both CAP and
O .L. met and agreed that we should
attend these coali tion meetings to win as
many honest forces as we cou ld to the
Anti-Imperialist coalition 0 .L. and
CAP were building . This coa lition that
Workers Viewpoint had pulled together
was characte rized by Trot s (YA WF ),
lesbia ns and revisio nists (the revisionists
were there rn the person of some representatives from the U.N. coali tion who
open ly stated their unio n wi1h the
revisionists by calling for th e coali tions
to unite around the princ iple of Peace ,
Developme nt a nd Equa lity). In the
minorit y were some Marxi st-Leninist
organizatio ns.
The main struggle in the coali tion was
how do genuine Marxist-Lcninists
stand on the question of Soviet Social
Imper ialism.
When CAP a nd O .L. entered the
coali tion there was unprincipled unit y
a r o und
a no n-M arx ist-Lentn ist
definition of Imperial ism which was a
cover for Soviet Socia l Imperiali sm.
Thi s was proven when lhe question ofa
genuine Anti-Imperiali st coalition was
raised, it brought to the forefront that
the principle s of unity were against all
Soviet Social
Imperiali sm except
Imperialism . The Right Opportunist
line that was used to cover Soviet Social
Imper ialism was that to raise AntiSoviet Social Imperi a lism to the level of
a principle of unit y would divid e th e
coalition. This line was mainl y put out
by El Comite-MINP
and YAWF . As
the struggle around Pnnciplcs of Unity
for a genuine Anti-Imperialist coalition
sharpened, there was an attempt to
merge a two line struggle into one. This
attempt to cover class struggle led to a
Comrade from Workers Viewpoint telling CAP that CAP could not respond ~o
a written criticism made by the Laun
Women's Collective that accused CAP
of "disruption" (by this they mean by
ca rrying on a 2 line strugg le) and "{!l.tra
Leftism" (by this they mean ra1smg
Anti-Soviet Social Imperia lism to the
level of a princip le of unity ,) Objectively
there were 2 lines in the mee ting and in
fact the coalition split when the Comrades from Puerto Rican Revolutionary
Workers Organization (PRR WO) and
Revolutionary Workers League (RWL)
icd the struggle to put the question to a
vote . By this time El Comite-MIN _P)
had already split. After the vote to include Soviet Social Imperialism in the
definition of Anti-Imperialism
the

'"'v.ho can win the confidcn~ of the
labon~
masses. \lr·ho dc'iotc themselves entirely to the education and
organil.ation of the proletariat, who
accept socLB.hsm consciously. and who
even elaborate independent socialist
the ones
, workers. who despite their
wretched Living cond1t1ons, desp11e the
stultifying penal servitude of factory
labour, possess so much character and
will-power thal they study,study, study.
and turn themselves into conscious
Social-Democrats•
- 'the workingclass mtclhgcntsia.' "(Lenin, "A Retro-

grade Trend In Russian Social-Democracy ,.. Vol. 4, pp . 280). Other Struggles:
The role of propaganda m general and
slogans m particular? Party Building's
Relationship
to the International
Women 's Day
CAP's Jncorrttt Ap proach
To Buildlnc For
International Women's Day
CAP , recognizing our theoretical
weakness , and in summing up the lessons we learn ed from last year's International Women's Day Anti-Imperia list
Coalllion Jed by O .L.. as well as the
work we had 10 do within the Black
Women's United Front (BWUF) to
build for the Multi-Na1ional Women 's
Conference, decided that we sho uld not
take the lead independently to build for
Int erna tional Women's Day . CA P then
met with O.L. to discuss unity around
Internati ona l Women 's Day. It was
from this discussion that CAP and O.L.
united around ..No United Action with
Revisionists" as the main principle of
unity and the o ther Principles of Unity
were : I) Full equality for Women . 2)
Oppose Super-power preparati on for
War . J) Support the Struggle of Third
World
People . 4) Down with
Imperiali sm. From this unity CAP and
O .L. mo ved to build a n "Ant ilmperiali st"Coal ition . Herc it should_be
noted that O .L. put forward these principles of unity, only to later o n try to
withdraw the second princip le of unity
(Oppose superpowe r prepa ra tion for
War) when 1he principles of unity
became sloga ns in the lnlemationa l
Women 's Day demonstration. It is clear
to us now in summing up o ur ap proac h
to International Women's Day, CAP in
building for International Women's
Day did not take into considera tion the
sharpening of class struggle in the Int ernational Communist movement . The
emergence of an open Right Opportunist line o n the question of Sov iet
Social Imperialism by some forces in the
Anu-Revis1onist
movement - that
would prove they were not AntiRev1S1omst but revisionists in new
disguise . We have to unite wit h the
Comrades from the August 29th Mo vement (ATM) who clearly pull the cover
off of O .L.'s disguise .
" With
the defeat
of modern
revisionism did not come the deat h of
opportumsm . It was forced to assume a
new mask , to cover Itself ever more
cleverly and insidiously with the cloak
(but not the essence) of Marxism . Opportunists who talk about 'peaceful
transition' and 'party of the whole
people,· etc., etc ., were obviously not gomg to be able to get over as easily w!th
the advanced elements who were recc1vmg thetr baptism m the rebellions and
mass monments of the 60's and 70's.
..No, to succeed in their task opportunism had to wa"·e the flag of Marxism,
to shout about 'arm ed struggle,' and
'building a new communist party.' and
5
:~~e~ 'th~s~~i~ P:~<tv~v~~;~s~~/:~~
attack.mg the CPU SA. But attackin _g
revis1orusm does not make one ant1up of the split and propo~cd tha~ t~e
Marxist-Len inist and Ant1-lmpenalist
rcv1s1orust. We need only look at the
forces meet again to form a genuine
trotskyLSt Communist Labor Partr to
Anti-Imperialist
coalition for_ l~tersee the truth of th.is as they continue
national Women 's Day . (Organizations
their shameful grovelling at the feet of
present were PRRWO , RWL , WYO,
SoVJCt social-imperialism and attack t~e
correct leadership of the Communist
.
.
OL, CAP, and FFM).
Party of Chma. In our Unity Statement
of Soviet S_oc1~l
The question
we refer to this .latest brand of opporImperialism and ho~ it was ~c~lt with m
this ..Anti-lmpenabstcoa.buon calle_d
turusm 85 the 'ne\lo'revmomsts. • (We arc
together b)' Workers VJCwpo!nt 1s
refernng here to 8 tt-ndmcy, not neccsreflection of the class struggle m the
• Commumsts at thu ume used the
International
Communist Movement
name socm!-democracs

MAIN DANGER!
where genuine Marxi st-Lcninists arc
closing their ranks and becoming more
Soviet
Social
vigilan t against
Imperiali sm . which is the main source of
war today.
Class Struggle Sharpens
Between The
Marxist-Leninist Organization s
Before going into the Anti-Imper ialist
coalition meeting ca lled by PRRWO.
CAP had a pre-meeting where we made
an incorrect summation in which we
viewed unity of actio n as primary.
pushed line st ruggle into the background . This sum mati on was based on
em pir icism (i.e .. our '75 lnl erna tional
Women's Day demonstration
with
0 .L.) "All things in the world arc inter connected and at the same time different
from o ne another . In practice. we
should not only pay attentio n to the
general character of things . More important, we should pay atlcntion to the
individual character of everything, that
is, the particular contradictions it co ntains which distinguishes it from other
things , so as to take appropriate
measures to so lve the contradictions acco rdingl r That is wha t we mean by us-

d"

'

Inte rn ationa l Women 's Day hundreds marched in New York City, but O.L.
attempted to disconnect the women question from proletarian revolution.
ing the right key to ope n the lock . L1kenewspaper that CA P and 0 .L. held the
same lines. "We should support ERA ,
c;r=~~-se ;;et~rc~~~i;n~~
super seniorit y, and forced busing ."
gained from one thing , some ma y be ap(0.L. and CAP) - ( Resiste ncia Vol. 7,
plicable to other things , others may be
#2, pp . 6). This was an error of
partly inapplicable. To neglect the parliberalism "to hear incorrect views withticularity
of
contradictions
and
out rebutting them and even to hear
mechanically apply o ld experience is
countcr~revolutionary remark a...without
empiricism" (Stu dy P hiloso ph y, "O":erreporting them , but instea d to take them
coming Empiricism , pp . 19) Carrying
calmly as if nothing had happened. To
this empiricist error into the meetin g
be among the masses and fail to conduct
CAP consistently lined up with 0. L. 's
propaganda and ag itation or speak at
Right Opportunist line that "Unity Of
meeting s or conduct investigations and
Action " is primary in coalitions. This erinquiries among them , and instead to be
ror masked the difference in line
indifferent to them and show no concern
between CAP and O .L. In the beginning
for their well being , forgetting that one
of the meeting PRR WO put forward 11
is a Communist and behaving as if one
principles of unity : l)Oppose the Superwere an ordinary non-Communist "
powers and danger of World War . 2)
(Selected Readings from the works of
Superpowers out of Angola 3) support
Mao-Tsetung , Combat Liberalism, pp.
the National Liberation Struggles 4)
135) .
Independence for Puerto Rico 5) SupObjectively , it must also be added that
port the struggle of the Iranians against
the line taken by PRR WO , R WL an d
Imperialism and Against the Shah of
WVO that the Principles of Unity as put
Iran 6) Figh t ruling class attempt to shift
forward by PRRWO had to be taken or
the hurden of eco nomic a nd polit ical
people objecting to therri had to leave, is
crisis o nto the backs of the working
a sectarian error The Princip les of

;J:;·:i~

The Black Womc n·s United Front
held a Multi-Nati onal Women's
Conference March 6, 1976, at the Riverside Church in New York City . The
Co nference was called for the purpose
of mass education of the wo men who
attended the conference . Education
around the issues and the nature of our
oppression , unde r' the system of
monopol y capita lism and imperiali sm.
The same ideo logical and political errors made as a whole during International Women's Day by the October
League are repeated in the October
League 's
participation
in the
Conference and their analysis of the
ideological struggle that went on durin g
International Women 's Day and in the
Conference.
What stands out again in this article is
the OL 's abandonment of Marxi smLcninism-Mao Tse Tung Thought and
the fundamental principles of dialectical materiali sm in characteriz ing line
strugg le.
of line struggle . The O.L. tries to
characterize open and above board
ideological struggle as disruptive . How
can an organization that is going to call
for a Bolshevik Party be afraid of
ideo logica l struggle'! We would like to
quote from Josef Stalin on Diale ctical
and Historial Materia lism:
" Hence, we must not cover up the
contradictio ns of the ca pitali st system,
but disclose and unravel them, we must
not try to check the class struggl e but
carry it to its co nclusi on .
Henc.c, in order not to err in policy,
one must pursue a n uncompromising
proletarian class policy, not a reformi st
policy of hannony of the interests of the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie , not a
compromisers' policy of'the growing of
capitalism into Socialism'.
Such is the Marxis t dialectical
method when applied to social life, to
the history of society ."
When genuine Marxist-Leninist s use
the Marxist method of dialectics , O.L.
Unity should have been put out to further the line struggle , not mere ly to drive
0.L. out with no further explanation.
Though it is the internal contradictions
within the CAP that made us tail O.L.
out of the meeting , not seeking clear
demarcation as to actual line, but the
conditions for that error were clearly set
up by sectarianism of using the principles of unity as ..wolfbane" to drive out
the vampire rather than a method of
deepen ing the line struggle, and finally
achieving a similar but more progressive end.
In an attem pt to make a clear line of
dema rcation and deepen the struggle
between CA P and O.L. on political line,

characterizes the Marx ist dialectical
method as ultra-left ism and sectarianism . This is what we sec as fundamental to their right error in analyzing the class struggle that went on durWomen's
ing the Multi-National
Co nference .
The right error was furthered by the
attempt of the O.L. to get C.A.P. to innuencc the Black Women 's United
Front to keep the other MarxistLcninists out of the conference . This is
what 0 .L. characterizes as C.A.P.'s co nciliation to the "'Revolutionary Wing"
(RWL , PRRWO ). lfC .A .P. is guilty of
any kind of class conciliation, it is guilty
of conciliation with the October League
in not waging ideological struggle with
them around political line.
O.L. divorce s the woman question
from proletarian revolution . Not seeing
that the line struggle would advance the
consciousness of women and win the advanced to Communism, 0. L. think s it
has done everything by discussing the
basic reforms. But to raise the question
of a Bolshevik Party which is necessary
to lead revolution in ultra-left an d
secrctarian according to O.L.!
0. L. 's line is dangerous because this
rejection of ideological struggle leads to
the error Chairman Mao was talking
about
in h is essay,
"Co mbat
Liberali sm":
" But liberal ism rejects ideological
st ruggle and stands for unpr incipled
peace, thu s giving rise to a decadent .
philistine attitude and bringing about
po litical degeneration in certain units
and individuals in the Part y and the
revolutionary organization."
We agree with Chairman Mao Tse
Tung when he says;
"We sta nd for active ideological
st ruggle beca use it is the weapo n for ensurin g un ity with in t he Party and the
revo lutionary o rganizatio ns in the
interest of our fight . Every Co mm unist
and revolut ionary should take u p this
weapo n ."
we are going to briefly lay out our
differences with O.L. The line of the
O.L. that says you cannot o ppose the
Shah of Iran because he is a part of the
United Front Against Imperiali sm is an
abandonment
of Proletarian Internationalism and a misunderstand ing
and mis-use of the Chinese line on
United Front . O.L. 's line attempts to
disarm the revolutionary people of Iran
against their own reactionaires . In 1963
the Central Committee of the Chinese
Communist Party in a letter to the
Soviet Union states , "When a United
Front is formed with the bourgeoisie,
the policy of the proletarian party
should be one of both unity and
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Harry Haywood was born on February 4, 1898. Son of former slaves ,
Haywood became involved in a revolutionary black organization The Afrikan Blood Brotherhood in the early twenties . He joined the Young Communist League in 1923 , and later the Communist Party USA (when it was a
genuine Communist Party , before it became revisionist) . Haywood has
done important work bringing clarity on the relationship ot Black Liberation
to the struggle of the whole working class for democracy and socialist
revolution . Also showing how Black people in the USA became a nation in
the black belt. He is a leading historian on the development of the Afro
American Nation in the USA.
Since the sell-out of the working class by the CPU SA, it is necessary to bring that understanding of the Afro American National Question to MarxistLeninists and advanced forces , to help us unite to build an anti-revisionist
Party in the USA, which Is the mai n task of all genuine Com-
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CAP SUMMATION

class. Oppose union busting, cutbacks.
speed-ups. layoffs and uncmp~oym~nt
7) Fight the mcr_iacc o~ fascism .. mcluding the S-1 bill. pohce repression.
forced busing and all forms of
chauvinist and degenerate culture , Title
20 8) Fight for democratic rights of oppressed nationalities and women 9) Oppose super seniority IO~ Oppose all
forms of wome n's opprcss1on, equal pa y
for equal work , universa l da ycare-free
and 24 hour , paid maternity leaves. fight
for equal employment. 11) Defeat the
Equal Rights Amendment .
After PRRWO laid out th e above
Principles of Unity this is when the class
str uggle emerged between the Marxi stLcninists. O.L. stated that they could
not unit e around opposition to the Shah
of Iran . Opposition to forced busing ,
defeat of the ERA and op position to
Supe r Seniority. It was a.t this point that
we, CAP, tailed O.L. 's nght hnc by not
making a clear dem arcation between
our line and the O.L . linc o n these questio ns and in fact walked out oft he meeting with O.L. In self~riticism it is o ur
view that this is what led to lhe Co mrades from Resistencia printing in their
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WOMEN'S

struggle. The po licy should be to unite
with the bourgeoisie. insofar as they
tend to be progre ssive. Anti-Imperialist
and Anti-Feudal. but to stru ggle against
their reactionary tendencies to compr o mise and
collaborate
with
impenalism
and the forces of
fcudalism ."( A Proposal Concerning the
General Linc of the International Communist Movement . p. 17). While CAP
sees the Shah of Iran as part of the
United Front Against Imperialism , we
uphold and jo in the Iranian people s
struggle to oppose the Shah of Iran .
CAP uphold s the Chinese position that
..resolute revolutionary struggle by the
people of all countries and of carrying
the prolctanan world revo lution forward to the end : it is the line that most
effectively combats imper ialism and
defends world peace ;:. (ibid. p. 4)
O .L. line on busing is a straight out
revisio nist line that drop s the struggle
for self- de te rmination
of Afr oAmerican people and unites with the
liberal bou rgeoisie and bourge ois assimilat ionists. O.L. goes so far as to
state that the ..Black Liberation

DAY

with the Anti-Imperialist coalition. Do
they want us to believe that the Central
Co mm ittee of O.L. changed their line o n
this sloga n in those few days after the
split'! (fhis is what they said) Or ':"'asthis
one of O.L.'s tactics (upholding the
slogan) to keep CAP under its
hegemony by making believe that they
firmly stood against Soviet Social
Imperialism which CAP and other
genuine Marxist-Lcninists clearly sec as
the main source of Imperia list war in the
world today . In an attempt to justify this
revisionist line and philistine attitude,
O.L. laid out the following incorrect
lines: I . It was a tactical error for O.L. to
have put that sloga n ou t in the beginning. 2 . Slogan would dri ve masses from
coa lition. J. Don't have to oppose both
superpowers . 4 . Raising the danger of
World War would scare masses from
revolution .
On the first line put out byO.L. about
the slogan being a tacti cal error , we
asl the
O.L. to read Stalin on
Strategy and Tactics ..Tactics arc subordinatc to the interest of strategy . Speaking generally, tact ical successes prepare
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The women questio n is a component part of sodalJst revo luti on. O .L.'s Incorrect
line is that Internatio nal Women's Day is disco nnected fro m the revol ution ary
motion of the bui lding of a vangua rd commu nist party In lhc USA.
Movement 1s a struggle for intefor strategic successes. The function of
gration.'' This is an out and out refortactics is to lead the masse s into the
mist line on the AfroAmcrican question .
struggle in such a way, to issue slogans,
O .L. sacrifices the long tcnn principles
to lead the masses to new positions , in
of the proletariat and oppressed
such a way, that the struggle should, in
nationalities instead of supporting the
sum, result in the winning o f the war ,
democratic rights, self-determination
i.e., in strategic successes. But cases ocand self-defense of the AfroAmericans .
cur when a tactical success frustrate s, or
O .L. upholds bourgeois democra cy and
postpones, strategic success. In view of
calls for the instrument of the hourth is, it is necessary, in such cases, tofor.
geoisie, the state, to defend the right s of
go tactical successes .. .
the working class and oppresse d
"Exa mple. The agitation aga inst the
war that we conducted among workers
nationalities and the right of self-determination and self-defense of Afr oand soldier at the beginning of 1917,
American people in particular .
under Kerensk y, undoubtedly resulted
Though CAP does not have a conin a tactical setback , for the masse s
dragged our speakers off the platforms ,
solidated line on the ERA and super
seniority, we think it is important to
beat them up, and sometimes tore them
statethatwcinCAParegoingtoscrious
limb from limb: instead of the masses
take up both questions, the ERA and
being draw~ into .the ~arty, the y d~w
super seniority in light of what other
away from tt. But m spite of the tactical
Communist organizations have stated
setback , this agitation brought nearer a
concerning the reformist and divisive
bigstrategic success,forthemassess~on
nature of the ERA and super seniority,
realized that we were right in agitating
as well as some independen t study. We against the war , and later this hastened
still publish our position as soon as we
and facilitated their going over to the
have a consolidftted position.
side of the Party." (Stalin on Strategy
It is crystal clear to us now that these and Tactics , p . 8) 0. L.'s petty bourline differences we have with O .L. are
geois vacillation on the question of the
and were deeper than we were
slogan,
Oppose
Superpower
theoretically clear enough to underPreparation for War as being tactically
stand. The further implication of these
incorrect points again to O.L. sacline differences didn 't come out until
rificing the long tenn interest of the
CAP and O.L. began to build together
proletariat , Proletarian Revol ution and
for International Women's Da y.
the Dictatorship of the Proletariat , for
CAP Clearly Sees O.L.
what they termed tactical slogans that
R ight Opportunist Linc
would allow for the "democratic forces"
A few days later , after 0 .L. led the
to participate.
split (with us following) from the AntiLine two of O.L. that opposition to
Imperialist
coalition
called
by
both U.S. Imperialism and Soviet
PRR WO, O.L. called CAP to say they
Social Imperialism would drive masses
(0.L.) wanted to drop the slogan: Opfrom coalition This raises the question
pose Superpower Preparation for War .
as to who was the propaganda of the
Not only were we taken back by 0.L 's
coalition aimed at? It is our view 0.L.
open right opportunist line , becausewe
was aiming at the lower strata of the
had just struggled with the same opProletariat (by lower strata we mean
portunist line in the coalition Workers
..the very undeveloped workers") this
Viewpoint had called together with the
line is further seen by O.L.'s fear of raisaid of O.L., but it also raised seriow
ing Communist
demands
in the
questions to us as why 0.L. upheld this
coalition . Line three: You don 't have to
slogan until a few days after the split
(Com inued on paxe 8)
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Listen to the People
QUESTIO : Do yo u think an) of these presidential candidates will do us any good?
Chris
Woolbright,
ew York City : No, I
d o n ' t really even
kn ow them because if
the y would have done
some good for the Walter Petty, New
people I would have York City: It's obvious that they are
heard about it.
not. I think the system
itself won't allow anyone to come in and
help the people because it ain't built that
way. It's built so that anyone trying to help
the people will be eliminated.

n

Cheryl Richards , Piscataway : No I
think all the ca nd idate s are out to get
themselv es elected by saying any.thing . And in the case of all the candidates from the Dems or the Republicans. they all promise the world a nd
deliver the same bill of goods .
NOTHING . Before they finish saying
the promi ses they have forgotten it
because they don't serve the people
but they serve big business.

INTERNATIONAL
(Co111im1edfrom pa1w 1)

oppose both superpowe rs, flies in the
face of the 2 sharpe st contradictions in
the world today, the contradiction
between Imperialism a nd Third World
people and the contradiction between
Imperialism and Impe ria lism, which
give rise to the two main trends in the
world today - War and Revolution. "I
has become an irrestible historical trend
today for the people of the who le world,
and many medium-sized and small
countries,
to unite and oppose
hegemony by the two superpower~. U.S.
Imperialism and Social-Imperialism,
and draw a close line of demarcation
between themselves and these superpowers. Revolutionary dialectics is
sticking firm roots in the heart of the
people, is being grasped by more and
more Marxist-Leninist political parties
and revol ut ionar y people. It ha s become
their
sharp
weapon
in making
revolution . So long as they integrate the
unive rsal truth of Marxism-Leninism
with the concrete practice in the
revolutionary movement of their respective countries, the revolutionary people
of all land will overthrow this entire old
world and win final victory in the
proletarian world revolution." (T hree
Major Struggles on China's Philosophical Front - 1949-64, p. 65-66).
Lastly, O.L.'s line raising the danger
of World War would scare the masses
from revolution is an out and out Soviet
line. March 30, 1963 the Soviet Union in
a letter to the Central Committee of the
C hinese Communist Party states " If
Communists were to start tying up the
victory of the socialist revolution with
world war, this would not evoke any
sympathy for socialism, but would drive
the masses away from it. With modern
means of warfare having such terrible
destructive consequences an appeal like
this would only play into the hands of
our enemies ." Now check where this line
led to - in the next paragraph - "The
working class and its vanguard , the
Marxist-Leninist Parties, endeavor to
carry out Socialist Revolutions in a
peaceful way without civil war." - (A
Proposal Concerning the General Line
of the International Communist Movement, p. 81) - This is the same low-Ii fed
and deadly line the revisionists themselves, U.S.S.R., used to justify their
betrayal of the international proletariat
and the revising of the basic principles of
Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung
Thought. The question of 0 . L. attempting to do away with the slogan (oppose
superpower preparation for war) is
Jinked to 0.L.'s real stand on Soviet
Social Imperialism. If they are willing to
let Soviet Social Imperialism slide and

WOMEN'S DAY
go unexposed as the main source of
World War, for the sake of not losing
"honest" forces that don't have a
position on Soviet Social Imperialism
(as they put it) then they clearly don't
understand the danger of Soviet ocial
Imperialism, or how to win the advanced to Communism to build the
Bolshevik party which is the missing
link to Proletarian Revolution in the
U.S.
No Communist Propaganda
or Agitation in the
O.L. led International
Women's Day Demonstration
0.L. 's right
oppo rtunist
line
degenerated to the point of abandoning
Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tsetung
Thought. On International Women's
Day 0.L. had no Communist literature ,
no Communist slogans, no Communist
speakers, no Communist culture. In fact
O.L later criticized CAP for bringing
Communist slogans and culture to the
demonstration . Although
in the
coalition meetings 0.L. said they would
(Co111inued on page 9)
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RACISM IS STILL A MAJOR EVIL
IN AMERICAN SOCIETY
(reprint from Albania Today July-Aug 1974)
The first slaves bought in Africa were
taken to America 350 years ago . Thus,
alongside the barbarous extermination
of the native Indians , there began one of
the most shameful periods of the exploitation of black people as beasts of
burden , and the most savage racial discrimination . But even now , after more
than three and a half centuries . although
the word "slave" does not exist in the
American constit ution, there exists in
essence the same situation: people are
divided into "black" and "white" . In the
U.S.A . the unwritten laws of racial discrimination and savage exploitation,
laws which are based on the capitalist
system itself, as an oppressive and exploiting system, are in full force.
Racism is an offspring of the
bourgeois order. In the U.S .A. it constitutes one of the typical examples of
the cynicism of U.S. imperialism.
American racism was born along with
the bourgeoisie, with U.S. imperialism;
it developed with it and will disappear
only when U.S. imperialism disappears .
U.S. racism is an integral part of the
social-led "American way of life".
The U.S.A. is populated by people of
various races: Europeans, Africans, Indians , Asians , Portoricans , etc. But the
unwritten law of racial discrimination
stipulates that the white is master, and
superior to all the other races. Despite
the demagogical fuss of the ruler s, and
althoug h the American constitution expressively states that "all men a re by
nature free and equal" , this racist law is
preserved and defended
by the
American system of government, by the
ruling and racist circles. This policy ,
helps the business and monopoly circles
to exercise, alongside the exploitation of
white workers, a still more savage exploitation of the soca lled "colo ured"
workers, making them the object of
double exploitation.
"In the U.S.A," - the French newspaper "Le Monde Diplornatique" writes
- "t he black people are entirely
neglected. In his messages to the Congress, Nixon does not mention the
blacks at all. The funds assigned for
black people in the federal budgets are
constantly diminishing . .. "
Nixon was asking
the AfroAmericans to improve their lot by themselves; in other words, to continue living
under the same conditions of savage
racial discrimination . Nixon's scornful
statements differ a great deal from his
demagogical declarations made during
the election campaign , where the list of
promises was very long. "Consequently," - "Le Monde Diplomatique" further continues , - "the Afro-Americans
are at the bottom of the ladder in per
capita income; they constitute the
largest number of unemployed , and
their ghettos have not yet disappeared ."
According to official American
sources, 12.3 per cent of black women
and I 0.2 per cent of black men are

jobless in the United States . In fact , the
actual percentage of black people unem ployed is much greater , and comes to 31
per cent of the able-bodi .ed bis.ck
population. In the big American c1ttes
more than a quarter of the black labour
force has no chance of finding work . In
Detroit for example , the percentage of
unempl~yed black people is 29.2, in
Chicago 28.2, in Newark 28.3 m
Milwaukee 26.8, in Kansas City 24.3,
and so on. Black people are the last to be
hired and the first to be fired. Even those
blacks who are employed are very badly
treated and are subject to great unequality. Blacks are paid less than whites
for the same work. Black make up the
majority of the army of 23 million
American poor. One out of three black
families lives in complete poverty, while
over 2 million black Americans suffer
from malnutrition.

MAY DAY
(Continued from page 5)

"centres of resistance against the encroachments of capitalism" (Marx Wages , Prices & Profit) during the
1930's when there were genuine communists fighting for the working class,
before the CPUSA turned revisionist.
There were some gains made in terms of
better sale of their labor power : shorter
working hours , unemployment benefits ,
social security, minimum wages , and
right to strike. But with the CPUSA
becoming revisionist, the working class
movement is being misled by the labor
aristocrats,
revisionists
and petit
bourgeois politicians which objectively
are not struggling in behalf of the working masses . It become s clear that in
order for communists to snatc h the
leadership of the working class away
from this lacke y sector they must first
unite Marxist Leninists and win the advanced to communism, in order to build
(C ontinued
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MARXISM OR REFORMISM
By V.I. Lenin
Unlike the anarchists, the Marxists
recognize struggle for reforms , i.e., for
measures that improve the conditions of
the working people without destroying
the power of the ruling class. At the
same time, however , the Marxists wage
a most resolute struggle against the
reformists, w?o, directly or indirectly,
restrict the aims and activities of the
working class to the winning of reforms.
Reformism is bourgeois deception of
the workers, who, despite individual improvements, will always remain wageslaves, as long as there is the domination
of capital.
The liberal bourgeoisie grant reforms
with one hand, and with the other
always take them back, reduce them to
nought, use them to enslave the
workers, to divide them into separate
groups and perpetuate wage-slavery .
For that reason reformism, even when
quite sincere, in practice becomes a
weapon by means of which the
bourgeoisie corrupt and weake n the
workers . The experience of all cou ntri es
shows that the workers who put their
trust in the reformists are always fooled.
And conversely, workers who have
assimilated Marx's theory , i.e., realized
the inevitability of wage-slavery so long
as capitalist rule remains , will not be
fooled by any bourgeois reforms.
Understanding that where capita lism
continues to exist reforms cannot be
either enduring or far-reaching, the
workers fight for better conditions and
use them to intensify the fight against
wage-slavery. The reformists try to
divide and deceive the workers, to divert
them from the class struggle by petty
concessions. But the workers, having
seen through the falsity of reformism,
utilize reforms to develop and broaden
their class struggle.
The stronger reformist influence is
among the workers the weaker they are,
the greater their dependence on the
bourgeoisie, and the easier it is for the
bourgeoisie to nullify reforms by
various
subterfuges.
The more
independent
the
working-class
movement, the deeper and broader its
aims, and the freer it is from reformist
narrowness the easier it is for the
workers to retain and utilize improvements .
There are reformists in all countries,
for everywhere the bourgeoisie seek, in
one way or another, to corrupt the
workers and turn them into contented
slaves who have given up all thought of
doing away with slavery. In Russia, the ,
reformists are
liquidators,
who

renounce our past and try to lull the
workers with dreams of a new, open,
legal party. Recently the St. Petersburg
liquidators were forced by Severnaya
Pravda to defend themselves against the
charge of reformism. Their arguments
should be carefully analyzed in order to
clarify an extremely important question.
We are not reformists, the St.
Petersburg liquidators wrote, because
we have not said that reforms are
everything and the ultimate goal
nothing ; we have spoken of movement
to the ultimate goal; we have spoken of
advancing thro ugh the struggle for
reforms to the fulness of the aims set.

),)
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TWO BIRDS: A DIALOGUE
to the tune of Nien Nu Chiao
Autumn 1965

The roe wings fanwise,
Soaring ninety thousand Ii
And rousing a raging cyclone.
The blue sky on his back, he looks down
To survey man's world with its towns and cities.
Gunfire licks the heavens,
Shells pit the earth.
A sparrow in his bush is scared stiff.
"This is one hell of a mess!
0 I want to flit and fly away."
"Where, may I ask?"
The sparrow replies,
"To a jewelled palace in elfland's hills.
Don't you know a triple pact was signed
Under the bright autumn moon two years ago?
The re'll be plenty to eat,
Potatoes piping hot
With beef thrown in."•
"Stop your windy nonsense!
Look you, the world is being turn~d uoside down."
Chairman Mao Tse Tung

•This refers to "goulash." -

P.R. Ed.

V.I. Lenin, founder of the Russian
Communist Party (B), who led the October Revolution in 1917.

Let us !)OW see how this defense
squares with the facts.
First fact. The liquidator Sedov, summarizing the statements of all the liquidators, wrote that of the Marxists'
"three pillars" two are no longer suitable
for our agitation. Sedov retained the
demand for an eight-hour day, which,
theoretically, can be realized as a
reform. He deleted , or relegated to the
background the very things that go
beyond reforms. Consequently, Sedov
relapsed into downright opportunism,
following the very policy expressed in
the formula: the ultimate goal is
nothing. When the "ultimate goal" (even
in relation to democracy) is pushed further and further a way from our
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agitation, that is reformism.
Second fact. The celebrated August
Conference (last year's) of the liquidators likewise pushed non-reformist demands further and further away
- until some special occasion- instead
of bringing them closer, into the heart of
our agitatio n.
Third fact. By denying and disparaging the "o ld" and dissociating
themselves from it, the liquidators
thereby confine themselves to reformism. In the present situation, the
connection between reformism and the
renunciation of the "old" is obvious .
Fourth fact. The workers' economic
movement evokes the wrath and attacks
of the liquidators (who speak of

INTER NATIONAL
WOMEN'S DAY
(Cominued

fr om paKe 8)

bring independent Communist slogans
and literature, when raised that Commµnist demands should come out of the
coalition this was the O.L. line particularly when asked about the coalition
stand on superpowers out of Angola .
O.L. consistently said O.L. would bring
Communist demands and literature to
the demonstration. In summing up why
O.L. said one thing and did another we
trace this to 0 . L. seeking hegemony
over new Co mmun ist groups, co llectives and study circles. In fact, O.L.'s
real line on this question surfaced in
the ir newspaper The Call. "CA P further
conciliated with these opportunists by
failing to put forfh a firm program of its
own on the immed iate demand s for
democratic rights that were the focus of
the debate . This was reflected in the
march and rally as well, where CAP
used the slogan, "Build the Vanguard
Party ," in opposition to the coalition' s
broader , democratic slogans like "Free
Todd and Woods!" or "Build the Fight
Back." O.L. following through on their
right line see democratic demands as being opposed to Revolutionary demands .
It is CAP's line that we were correct in
putting Communist
slogans and
demands on International Women's
Day .
Communism must be raised on International Women's Day because International Women's Day is not just a
special event, but a question of strategic
importance because as the Chinese say,
"Women's liberation is a component
part of proletarian revolution." "The
thesis must clearly point out that real
freedom for women is possible only
through Communism . The inseparable
connection between the social and
human position of the women and
private property in the means of production, must be strongly brought out. That
will draw a clear and ineradicable line of
distinction between our policy and
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"crazes", "milling the air", etc., etc.) as
soon as it adopts slogans that go beyond
reformism .
What is the result? In words, the liquidators reject reformism as a princip le, but in practice they adhere to it all
along the line. They assure us, on the
one hand , that for them reforms are not
the be-all and end-all, but on the other
hand, every time the Marxists go
beyond reformism, the liquidators attack them or voice their contempt.
However, developments in every sector of the working-class movement
show that the Marxists; far from lagging
behind, are definitely in the lead in making practical use of reforms, and in fighting for them. Take the Duma elections
at the worker curia level-the speeches
of our deputies inside and outside the
Duma, the organization of the workers'
press, the utilization of the insurance
reform; take the biggest union, the
Metalworkers'
Union, etc.,-everywhere the Marxist workers are ahead of
the liquidators . in the direct , immediate,
"day-to-day" activity of agitation,
organization, fighting for reforms and
using them.
The Marxists are working tirelessly,
not missing a single "possibility" of winning and using reforms, and not
con demning , but supporting, painstakingly developing every step beyond
reformism in propaganda, agitation,
mass economic struggle, etc. The liquidators , on the other hand, who have
a bandoned Marxism , by their attacks
on the very existence of the Marxist
body, by their destruction of Marxi st
discipline and advocacy of reformism
and a liberal-labour policy, are only
disorganizing the working-class movement.
(Continued
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Dialectical and Historical Materialism:
From History of the Communist Party Sov iet Union
Part 8
(Bolshevik) 1939
It now remains to elucidate the
following question: what , from the
viewpoint of historical materialism, is
meant by the "conditions of material life
of society" which in the final analysis
determine the physiognomy of society,
its ideas, views, political institutions .
etc .?
What, after all, are these "conditions
of material life of society," what are
their distinguis hing features?
There can be no doubt t hat the
concep t "con ditions of material life of
society" includes , first of all. nature
which surro und s society, geogra phical
enviro nment , which is one of the indispensable an d cons tant cond itions of
material life of society an d which. of
course , influences the developme nt of
society . What role does geogra phica l environ ment play in the developme nt of
socie ty? Is geograph ical enviro nment
the chief force determining the
physiognomy of society, the charac ter
of the social system of men , the transitio n from one system to a nothe r?
Histor ical materialism answers this
question in the negat ive.
Geographica l environ men t is unquestionably one of the constant an d indispensab le conditions of development
of society and , of course , influences the
deve lopme nt of society, accelera tes or
retards its development. But its influence is not the determ ining influence,
inasmuch
as the changes
a nd
development of society proceed at a n incomparably faster rate than the cha nges
and developme nt of geograp hical environment. In the space of th ree
thousand years three different social
systems
have been successively
superseded in Europe: the primitive
communal system, the slave system and
the feudal system. In the eastern part of
Europe, in the U.S.S .R., even four
social systems have been superseded.
Yet during this period geographical conditions in Europe have either not
changed at all, or have changed so
slightly that geography takes no note of
them. And that is quite natural.
Changes in geographical environment
of any importance require millions of
years, whereas a few hundred or a
couple of thousand years are enough for
even very important changes in the
system of human society.
It follows from this that geographical
environment cannot be the chief cause ,
the determining cau se of social
development , for that which remains
almost unchanged in the course of tens
of thousands of years cannot be the chief
cause of development of that which
undergoes fundamental changes in the

MAYDAY
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a vanguard communist party, an antirevisionist revolutionary com munist
party that can unite the whole working
class a nd oppresse d natio nalities and by
mea ns of socialist revolu tion bring
cap italism to its knees.
May Day 1976 has even more reaso n
to put forth the call to struggle with the
crisis of imper ialism deepe ning.
"Impe rialism is a special histori ca l stage
of ca pital ism, its specific char acter is
three fold. Imperiali sm is I) monopoli stic ca pita lism, 2) parasiti c or decaying
capital ism,
a nd
3)
mo ribund
capital ism." (Lenin - Imperialism and
the Split in the Socialist Movement )
There is great disorder in the world
today, caused by the sharpen ing contradictions of imperia lism thr oughout
the world. There are 4 fund amental con tradictio ns in imperialism. T he first is
labor vs. capital : this mean s the contradiction between the proletari at and
the bourge oisie in the "advanced"
ca pitalistic countries . "It is this fundamen tal contr adiction of capitalism the contr adiction between the social
cha racter of production and the private
character of appropriation - that
makes crisis inevitable under capitalism.
And it is this contradiction that stands

course of a few hundred years.
Further , there can be no doubt that
the concept "conditions of material life
of society" also includes growth of
population, density of population of
one degree or another, for people are an
essential element of the conditio ns of
material life of society , and without a
definite minimum number of people
the re can be no material life of society. Is
not growt h of popu lation the chief force
that determi nes the character of the
social system of man?
Historical materia lism answers this
questio n too in the negat ive.
Of course, growt h of popu latio n does
influence the develop ment of society,
does facilitate or reta rd the deve lopmen t
of society, but it canno t be the chief
force of deve lopment of society, a nd its
influence on the development of society
ca nnot be the de term ining influence
beca use, by itself, gro wth .of popu lat ion
does not furni sh the clue to the quest ion
why a given social system is replaced
precisely by such and such a new syste m
and not by another, why the pr imitive
co mmun a l system is succeeded precisely
by the slave system, the slave system by
the feuda l system, a nd the feudal syste m
by the bourgeois system, and not by
some other.
If growt h of po pulation were the
d e t e rm i n ing
force
of social
development, then a higher density of
po pulatio n would be boun d to give rise
to a cor respondi ngly higher type of
social system. But we do not find t his to
be the case . The density of pop ulation in
China is fou r times as great as in the
U.S.A ., yet the U.S .A. stands higher
tha n China in the sca le of social
deve lop ment , for in China a semi-feudal
system still prevai ls, whereas the U.S.A.
has long ago reached the highest stage of
development of capitalism. The density
of population in Belgium is nineteen
times as great as in the U.S.A .. and
twenty -six times as great as in the
U.S .S.R. Yet the U.S.A. stands higher
than Belgium in the scale of social
development ; and as for the U.S .S.R.,
Belgium lags a whole historical epoch
behind this country , for in Belgium the
capitalist system prevails , whereas the
U.S.S .R. has already done away with
capita lism and has set up a Socialist
system.
It follows from this that growt h of
populat ion is not, and cannot be, the
chief force of development of society,
the force which determines tha
charac ter of the social system, the
physiognomy of society.
(To Be Continu ed)
out most shar ply and clea rly du ring
crises.
"Thi s contradi ction inevitably leads to
a point where the ma sses of com modities produced find no market . It is
not because no one is in need of food or
cloth ing that they find no ma rket ; on the
cont rary, und er capitali sm the numb er
of th ose in desperate need of the bare
necessities of life is tremendous. The
trouble is that the masses of the work ers
who stand in need of these necessities
have no mean s of o btainin g them . The
market is curtailed , plant s and factorie s
cannot get rid of their products, over(Co n 1inu ed o n page I I )

MOTION!!

ANGO LA FORUM
In March , the Congress of Afrikan
People sponsored a forum on Angola to
discuss the role of the superpowers. the
civil war , and the developments in the
situation there.
The organizations represented on the
panel included , the Revolutionar y
Workers Congress, Fedrration of Pari
Afrikan Nationalist Organizations . October League , and Congress of Afrikan
Peop le. The line struggle that developed
on the panel focused on whether to call
for the superpowers out of Angola and
call for a national unity government or
to support the military victory of
MPLA.
The questions raised concerning the
developments in Angola were: "What
kind of real independence can be
broug ht with 10,000 Cuban troops winning ba tt les killing Angolans for Soviet
Socia l-Imperialism? .. .Will the Cubans
have to be stationed in Angola permane ntly to secure MPLA's "victory" . .
.What abo ut the certai n guerilla warfare
that will now drag on , with USSR &
USA each taking part in front and
behind the scenes? ... It was brought out
that in the con tention between the
supe rpowers which represents the
dange r of a third world war, that the
Soviet revisio nists are the main threat in
this rivalry.
It was made clea r in the strugg le
against FOP ANO, who ca lled for more
armed intervention by the Sovi et Social-Imperialists in So ut hern Afrika, which
they said they saw as a good th ing, that
in this perio d, actua lly the cry of Pan-af rika nism is being used as a cover for
soviet socia l-impe rialism and the Soviet
Union is being militantly defended by
groups of bourgeois natio nalists like
FOPANO as well as the All Afrikan
Peoples Revolutionary Party, who at a
recent forum in St. Louis denied that the
Soviet Union was a country of
"socialism in words, and imperialism in
deeds!" , or that the superpowers must
be driven out of Angola before any true
liberation and independence can be
gained and that the people of Angola
and not the Soviet revisionists. must
determine which of the liberation
movements has the correct line.
The history of Soviet SocialImperialism in "support ing" national
liberation struggles was also exposed, it
was explained that these new tsars are
not upholding propletarian
intersay, no indictments were ever made
aga inst the guards. Gov . Wa llace who
now seeks the highest office in t his country set th e climate for these types of
racial mu rders to cont inue. He a nd the
oth er prison officials by their publ ic
state ments a nd inflam atory rhetoric
created a n enviro nment of fea r and
repre ssion which encoura ged vio lent at tack s upon Black inmates of the
Ala bam a pri sons who dared to speak
again st the brutal , inhuman . crue l
tre atment. Several month s ago, Wallace
called the Alabama prisons "luxu ry
hotel s", in spite of the fact , th e Sta te
Supreme Court ruled th em inhum a n.
!FA and Dobbin s-Dotson Legal Acti on
Fund need support. Contact them a t
P .O . Box 955 , Birmingham , Alabama
35201.
I
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Presidential
Candidate ,
George
Wallace, Sued for Murdering Inmate
Leader, Tommy "Yukeena" Dotson.
Yukeena , an outspok en critic of the
inhuman Alab ama prison system, was
chairperson of the IF A (Inmate for Action) at Holman prison. He was under
constant harassment and subjected to
frequent beatings & thre ats. On March
1974, Yukeena was stripped naked and
handcuffed , allegedly to be taken for a
shower . On the way, 7 guards attacked
and beat him until he was dead, threw
him down a flight of stairs. Needless to
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nationalism , but are practicing
imperialist expansionism . .
The history of Soviet SocialImperialism line on national liberation
struggles is as follows: uThe Khruschchov-Brezhnev clique invented the
theory that "any small 'local war ' which
might spark off the conflagration of a
world war" which might even "destroy
Noah's ark - the globe ." Therefore, to
"safe guard world peace " and protect
"Noah's ark - the globe ," they have all
along opposed just national-liberation
wars. (Peking Review, No. 51 p. 12,
1975).
However in struggling against the
bourgeois nationalism of FOP ANO and
its liberalism on the question of Angola ,
the right opportunism that exists in the
communist movement raised its head
and also had to be battled with. that is.
the opportunism of OL who has
proposed that the slogan of "Oppose
Superpower
War Preparation"
be
dropped from its coalition work because
uthe people would not understand it!"
This shows how OL bows to (and is an
example of) the "vacillation of the petty
bourgeoisie ," something
Comrade
Stalin said we must never do.
The OL never dealt with the questions
that were addressed to them on this
question straight up , but in its typical
liberal fashion , which also characterizes
its call on party-building , side stepped
these questions and never really dealt
with the essence of the line struggle saying "it wasn't what we had come to discuss ."
A nu mber of genuine criticisms were
addressed to CAP in the summation of
the foru m which we think are valid ,
which were I) giving bourgeois
nationalis t and opportunist "communist~ organizations a platform to run
their lines , 2) allowing known trots to
get up and speak for a certain amount of
time, 3) incorrectly handling criticisms
raised and 4) no t dealing with the question of party building.
We would say here to our comrades
from Resistencia and Revolutionary
Worker League who in the main raised
these criticisms that they all have been
well taken and we internally have had
discussion of them and determined that
in this period of party-building , where
propaganda occupies the chief form of
activity , it is an error to allow forces of
(Cominued on page 5)

MARXI SM
& REFO RMISM
(Continued fr om paxe 9)

Nor , moreover, should the fact be
overloo ked that in Ru ssia reformism is
manifested al so in a peculiar form , in
identifying th e fund ament a l political
situat ion in present-da y Ru ssia with
that of present-da y Europe . From the
liberal' s po int of view thi s ident ification
is legitimate , for the liberal believes and
professes the view that "thank God, we
have a Constitution ". The liberal expresses the interest s of t he bourgeoisie
when he insists that , after October 17,
every step by democrac y beyond refor mism is madne ss, a crime , a sin, etc.
But it is the se bourge ois views that are
applied in practice by our liquidator s,
who constantly and systematicall y
"transplant" to Russia (on paper) the
uopen party" and the "struggle for a
legal party ", etc. In otherword s, like the
liberals, they preach the tran splanting of
the European constitution to Russia,
without the specific path that in the
West led to the adoption
of
constitutions and their con solidation
over generations , in some cases even
over centuries . What the liquidator s and
liberals want is to wash the hide without
dipping it in water, as the saying goes.
In Europe , reformi sm actually means
abandoning Marxism and replacing it
by bourgeois "soc ial policy". In Russia .
the reformism of the liquidators means
not only that , it mean s destro ying the
Marxist organization and abandon ing
the democratic tasks of the working
class, tt means replacing them by a
liberal-labor policy.
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production overtakes one branch of industry after another. The warehouses
are full of finished products, the factories cut down production, many enterprises close altogether, the workers are
thrown out onto the streets. The growth
of unemployment cuts down the consumption of goods by the working class
even more, cuts down the demand for
commodities. Tremendous masses of
workers starving while the warehouses
are full-this is the picture of capitalist
crises." (Leontiev - Political Economy)
This is a classic description of the
present situation with the masses,
layoffs, cutbacks, unemployment and
inflation. The second contradiction is
the contradiction between imperialism
vs. the Third World: this represents the
struggle of the peoples of Asia , Afrika,
and Latin America against imperialism,
neo-colonialism , hegemonism and the
super powers . These struggles have
borne great victories for the people of
these countries fighting for national
liberation. These struggles are the
motive force of Revolution in the world
today. The third contradict ion is the
contradiction between imperialism vs.
imperialism, the most intense being the
struggle of the two superpowers for
world
domination
with
U.S.
imperialism on one hand and Soviet
Social Imperialism on the other. These
superpowers represent the danger of a
new world war and this threat of war
comes mainly from the Soveit Union
which is the most aggressive . The fourth
contradiction is imperialism vs. socialist
countries. The sharpest of these four
contradictions are imperialism vs. the
third World and (mperialism vs.
Imperialism. In the U.S.A. the only
preparation for either war or revolution
is the building of a Revolutionary
Marxist-Leninist Vanguard party. A
party built by uniting Marxist-Leninists
ideologically and politically , and winning the advanced sectors of the working class to communism .
To increase its imperialist war budget ,
the U.S.A. continuously cuts backs in_
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vital social services
housing ,
education, daycare, and layoffs and
unemployment mount. Conditions at
the work places become more repressive
with the speedups, etc_ Everyday more
and more people enter the strugg le
against monopol y capitalism and the
question of how to overthrow it is
constantly raised . Increa singly strikes
have become the order of the day and
even the bourgeoisie has stated that
there will be record strikes in 1976. But
these strikes have been largely economic
strikes so far, that is the workers are
struggling against their employers for
better terms for the sale of their labor
power. The task of communists is "not
to lend the economic struggle itself a
political character" but to turn these
economic strikes into political strikes
through agitation and propaganda_
Economic struggles for better wages,
shorter hours and fringe benefits are
reforms , and while we see the struggle
for reforms as necessary we do not see
them as an end themselves, but as a
means to an end which is the complete
destruction of capitalism-smashing the
bourgeois state, seizing state power and
establishing the dictatorship of the
proletariat.
Money for Social Service &
Education! Stop Super Power War
Marxist-Leninists Unite , Build a
Vanguard Party!
Preparation!
Jobs Not Imperialist War!
No New Tax Tricks!
Oppose Layoffs, Budget Cuts &
Student Cutbacks!
No Last Hi red, First Fired for Oppressed Nationalities & Women!
Stop Speed Ups & Safety Violations
in the Workplaces!
No Bourgeois Tricks! Struggle for
Working Class Unity!
Third World Liberation Struggles are
part of the U.S. Workers' Struggles!
Economic Crisis Breeds Police
Repression! Oppose S-1 and the Rise of
Fascism!
Superpowers Out of Angola!
LEWIS ILLUSTRATED
OFFSET
535 8th Ave .. New York, N Y. 10018
Quick Service - Color, Black & White- 695-8390
(Ask for Dav e)
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(Free Catalog)
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497 Orange St.
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981 BergenSt., Newark
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201 16th Ave ., Newark , N.J.
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Amm Baraka
NEW POETRY
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R.J. WATTS UNLIMITED
57 Halsey Street , Newark, N .J
(201) 642-0029
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Service
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Poetry 1973-75
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People's War

Box No. 661
Newark , NJ

FREERAP BROWN!
We urge our readers to ><
·rite and demand information on the status of Rap's case! ffyou are m
·the area. call and harass the prison offic1alsfor this,
write directly to the prison officials

H. Rap Brown has just been transferred to Green Haven Prison,
Storm ville, N. Y., which is a large behavior modification center-

• presently serving 12-20 year prison sentence
- . Revolutionary Black Nationalist, led resistance to
national oppression of Black Nation
• former Chairman of SNCC, symbolized rebellion &
militancy of Black Nation during mid 60's- 70's
e framed by FBI & CIA
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troops. After suppressing one liberation
organization in early February in northern Angola , the Soviet Union then
directed its mercenaries to launch a massive attack on another liberation organization along the Benguela Railway in
central Angola. ·
"By January 26 the South African
troops had withdrawn to the border
area in Southern Angola . We would hke
to ask the new tsars : At what time did
you launch an attack on the South African troops during their stay in
southern Angola in the two months ending March 27th?" (Peking Review #15,
P. 10-11, April 9, 1976)
The lies of the Soviet Union will
become clearer and clearer, just as the
tragedy of Cuban degen:ration _in
becoming lackies of Soviet Social
Imperialist expansionist policy is
becoming clearer and clearer. Cuba 's
behavior around the Angolan situati on
also must raise serious questions about
the class in power in Cuba itself! The lie
that the Soviet's use of Cubans as mercenary troops in Angola is proletarian
internationalism is smelly garbage_ "We
are Marxist-Leninists. We have always
held that revolution is each nation's own
affair. We have always maintained that
the working class can only depend on itself for its emancipation, and that the
emancipation of the people of any given
country depends
on their own
awakening, and on the ripening of
revolution in that country. Revolution
can neither be exported nor imported.
No one can prevent the people of a
foreign country from carrying out a
revolution , nor can one produce a
revolution in a foreign country by using
the method of 'helping the rice shoots to
grow by pulling them up.' Lenin put it
well when he said in June 1918:
"There are people who believe that
the revolution can break out in a foreign
country to order, by agreement. These
people are either mad or they are provocateurs. We have experienced two
revolutions during the past twelve years.
We know that revolutions cannot be
made ·to order, or by agreement ; they
break out when tens of millions of
people come to the conclusion that it is
impossible to live in the old way any
longer." (The Fourth Conference of
Trade Unions and Factory Committees
of Moscow, Sel Works. lnt'l. Pub.)
(Whole quote from "Long Live
Leninism!" from Peking Review, April
1960 reprinted in Essential Works of
Marxism, Bantam, page 543)
Revisionists are trying to use the
Angolan crisis to rehabilitate the Soviet
Union's image as a fighter for National
Liberation struggles, but in reality just
the opposite is taking place. And with
the further revelation recently that the
Egyptian government demanded that
"Egyptian treaty of friendship and
cooperation" be cut off immediately .
because of the blatant imperialist stand
and attitude of the Soviet Union in its
relationship with Egypt! Pressing Egypt
for repayment of debts like the straight
out capitalists they are, charging more
interest than western imperialists, cutting off arms supplies, some right in the
middle of the last Egyptian-Israeli war.
and even refusing to let its vassals supply
Egypt's arms needs. It was fake aid real

domination . The imperilaist closeup of
the Soviet Union was openly exposed_
And that's exactly what will be revealed
in Angola .
Meanwhile various groups mouthing
revisionist propaganda in the U.S., who
have no real understanding of Soviet
Social Imperiali sm are really supporting the wolf coming in the back door
after the tiger has been driven out the
front door , are doing Afrika a real
disservice. The U -5.A. used to give aid
to end colonialism in Afrika , they even
made anti-colonial movies during that
period like Something of Value, with
Rock Hudson and Sidney Poitier showing how brutal colonialism was_ Why?
Because they were trying to drive British
colonialism out, so they could get in.
Something of Value was aimed at
helping drive British colonialism out,
but look at Kenya today, the U.S.A . has
taken its place for sure_ ls that what
these misguided patriots want for Afrika, not U.S. domination , but Soviet
Imperialist domination ? The Soviet
Union has already set up some 29 trade
agreements with Afrikan countries. and
these countries had best study the
Egyptian example very closely, unify
their ranks, heighten their vigilance, and
help drive all imperialism, U.S.
imperialism
and Soviet
Social
imperialism from Afrika _
In Zimbabwe, where the u_s_and
Soviet Union momentarily colluded
around the hopeless negotiations carried on by Joshua Nkomo with racist
colonial head Ian Smith of"Rhodesia ,"
Smith's intransigence, and apparent unwillingness to accept even the modern
neo-colonialism, in the person of
Nkomo rather than the old time white
domination of straight out colonialism
is causing the superpowers to shift
somewhat in their policies. u_s.
imperialism is now coming straight out
saying there must be a "majority rule"
regime in Zimbabwe and Smith better
get to work getting the right k_ind :of
"majority rule," i_e_neo-colomahsm in,
before its too late. That is before the
revolutionary forces in Zimbabwe
stepup the pace of revolutionary
violence, which is just what is happening. In the last few weeks more and more
"Rhodesian" and South Afrikan
soldiers and police are showing up dead.
The Soviet Union is now making overtures to other elements in Zimbabwe
besides Nkomo their old ZAPU contact.
Bishop Muzorewa of ANC has come
out saying he'd be soon interested in bringing in the Cuban mercenaries to fight
in Zimbabwe, which is truly a tragic line
because it, like the line of some misguided "Panafrikanists" in the U-5.A_is
the perfect cover Breznev and Co_ need
to set up shop. There is evidence that the
genuine fighters in Zimbabwe are now
intensifying the armed struggle which is
a good thing! It is necessary for all these
genuine fighters for the liberation of
Zimbabwe to unify their ranks and rely
on armed struggle.
The fight against racism and
colonialism in Zimbabwe is also a
struggle against the superpowers and
their attempted hegemony . It is impossible to wage a genuine struggle
against colonialism and racism in
southern Afrika without objectively opposing U.S. imperialism and So\'iet
(Continued on pal(e 11)
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Black
RAISE!!!
AMIRI BARAKA
part 2
The fact that there was a "US"-Panther split and for several years intense
polemics between the two general
ideological tendencies inside the Black
Liberation Movement (BLM), covered
the fact that within the cultural
nationalist movement, there was also a
split. And the militant Panafrikan
movement
that arose that was
characterized to varying degrees by
organizations like YOBU, CAP, borrowed from both wings of the split
movement of the late 60's and
culminated in the development of two
broad liberation fronts . The National
Black Assembly which first met in Gary
in 1972 (though it has since come to be
dominated by petit bourgeois compradors) and the Afrikan Liberation
Support Committee which also brought
together 50,000 people all over the U.S.
to march against colonialism and
imperialism in Afrika. As many of us,
who were cultural nationalists to one extent or another , came closer and closer
to the real Afrikan
liberation
movement, as we witnessed our brothers
and sisters in Guinea-Bissau, Mozambique, Angola, Namibia, Azania, fighting against imperialism it became
clearer to us that Afrikan liberation was
against imperialism , that imperialism
was the enemy. And as the neo-<:olonial
Afrikan rulers of many nations and neo-<:olonialleaders in the West Indies, and
finally our own developing petit
bourgeois bureaucratic elite emerged inside the United States, by the middle
seventies , it was clear that imperialism
could also rule through native agents as
Cabral pointed out. We found out further by the time of the 6PAC that the
most progressive governments of Afrika
had also recognized that neocolonialism
was a critical enemy of liberation in Afrika, and also stated openly that
revolutionary Panafrikanism had to be
a world wide struggle by Afrikan people
against imperialism and for socialism.
There are still many contrasting
aspects to the whole black liberation
movement as a broad and somewhat
contradictory
front against black
national opppression. We have black
capitalists who consider themselves part
of it, the Nation of Islam for instance.
There are also right wing nationalists
such as CORE , who recently advocated
sending black Vietnam veterans to
Angola in a scheme that seemed to have
popped directly out of the CIA's
feverish brow . Cultural nationalists ,
some of whom are still including health
tips for chewing_yourgrains 100times as

Liberation

methods of liberation; utopian Panafrikanists who still think we must return
to Afrika to find our home , when
although we realize our Afrikan history
and heritage, we also understand that
we have been here 4 centuries , and that
there is an oppressed black nation in the
south that will be liberated, along with
all the rest of the black oppressed
nationality througho ut the United
States. There are also the broad masses
of black people who are struggling day
after day against the robbery and exploitation and limitation of democratic
rights that characterizes national oppression and the added horrors of
racism. It is our view, as Marxist-Leninists whose ideology is MarxismLeninism-Mao Tse Tung Thought, that
there will be no black liberation until the
system of monopoly capitalism , the
economic base and root cause of our oppression , is destroyed. And that finally
only those aspects of the black
liberatfon movement which oppose
imperialism and fight for consistent
democracy can really be considered as
revolutionary and the rest must be exposed as reactionary and as aides to our
oppressors .
We are very clear now that skin color
is no indicator of one's political line, and
what's more that our liberation will
come only through socialist revolution,
and socialist revolution can only be
made by uniting the multinational working class behind a revolutionary Marxist-Leninist anti-revisionist communist
party. What Lenin called the party of a
new type. so as to distinguish it from the
old social democratic
electoral
dominated parties. A party that would
be an advanced sector , an advanced
detachment, of the working class. Advanced because it possessed the science
of revolution, M-L-M. A party who
could lead the working masses in war in
revolutionary peoples war against the
bourgeoisie and their lackies. A party
that would be the highest form of
organization in the working class, a
party characterized by discipline, unity,
that would not merely tail behind the
masses but would be the general staff of
the class to lead it in the struggle for
power, to lead it in revolution, to lead it
in the destruction of the bourgeois state
machine and the seizure of state power.
A party itself that would be the
instrument through which the dictatorship of the proletariat would be
instituted and the proletarian or
workers' state created!
To understand how this will be done it
is necessary to understand something
about the nature of the world today. As
our Chinese comrades say, "The
World's In Great Disorder", meaning
that all over the world the old order is

Today

being contested and overthrown , this is
a good thing for the people . It mean s
imperialism, which is the present ruler
of much of the world, the monopoly ,
parasitic, moribund or dying stage of
capitalism, is truly on its death bed.
That the four fundamental contradictions in the world today have all gone to
the point by beyond which socialist
revolution begins - between labor and
capital in the western capitalist countries; between imperialism and the 3rd
world; between imperialism
and
imperialism, the sharpest of which is
that between the USA and the USSR;
and between imperialism and socialist
countries. These 4 fundamental con-

Malcolm X knew that black liberation
was a political struggle not a religious
struggle. He knew it was an antiimperialist struggle not a struggle for
black capitalism. Malcolm knew it was
an international struggle and he
sounded the struggle of 3rd world
peoples vs. imperialism.

tradictions are all sharpening , but the
sharpest are the antagonistic struggle
between imperialism and the peoples
and nations of the 3rd world, i.e. , Afrika, Asia and Latin America which is
the driving force of revolutionary
struggle around the world , and also the
contradiction between the two superpower imperialisms, the USA and the
USSR. This struggle between the superpowers as they contend all over the
world - in Portugal, the Middle East,
South East Asia, Europe and now in Afrika Angola - will invariably lead to war
- either conventional or nuclear war.
The struggle of the 3rd worJd people's
against imperialism and the struggle
between the USA and USSR social
imperialism forces more and more cutbacks, layoffs, budget cuts inside the
USA as the world market of imperialism
steadily contracts by the victories of the

3rd world , and mor e and mo re of the existing wealth of the superp owers must be
spent arm ing for world war so that
many of the reforms and conces sion s
given to workers inside the USA must be
pulled back, and the whole working
class grows more and more fed up with
this unworkable system , becomes subjectively more revolutionary and more
objectively in unity with the oppressed
peoples around the world .
We must build our revolutionary
party before the ruling class moves
toward fascism, because only revolution
socialist revolution can stop the world
war, but on the other hand, the people
led by a Marxist-Leninist vanguard
party will turn any imperialist war into
revolut ion.
It is the central and critical task of all
Marxist-Leninists to unite ideologically
and politcally and win the advanced
workers to Marxism-Leninism-Mao
Tse Tung Thought , in order to build the
vanguard communist party necessary
for revolution. It is the critical task of
revolutionaries
within
the
black
liberation movement to bring Marxism-Leninism-Mao Tse Tung Thought , the
science of revolution to the forces of
black liberation particularly the advanced workers . To unite the struggle
for black liberation with the struggles of
the whole working class and oppressed
nationalities,
to unite the black
liberation movement with the struggle
of the whole people towards democracy,
revolution, the dictatorship of the
proletariat, socialism and the eventuai
emergence of communism.
"MARXIST -LE NINISTS
UNITE
WIN THE ADVANCED TO COMMUNISM!"
LIBERATION FOR THE BLACK
NATION!
SOCIALIST REVOLUTION!
VICTORY TO ALL OPPRESSED
PEOP,LE!
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Social Imperialism , Neo-Colonialism
and Zionism as well. Zambia and
Tanzania and Mozambique can help the
struggle in Zimbabwe not only by issuing statements of support. but Zambia can release Zanu political leadership from prison and Tanzania and
Mozambique can make certain that the
ZANU fighters who are in camps in
their countries receive training, are well
cared for , and receive all the weapons
they need. Only armed struggle and
revolution will liberate Zimbabwe and
the rest of Southern Afrika from
colonialism and imperialism. And any
negotiations must be based primarily on
armed struggle, which cannot stop or be
slowed down until the Afrikan masses of
Zimbabwe and all Southern Afrika are
free.
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